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Conversational agents, popularly called chatbots, received significant attention in the last few years. The major reason behind the success of these systems is that chatbots use the already familiar conversational interface. However, chatbots are still in their nascent stage: They have a low penetration rate as 84% of the Internet users have not used a chatbot yet. First, we conducted a study with 16 first-time chatbot users interacting with eight chatbots over multiple sessions on the Facebook Messenger platform. Analysis of chat logs and user interviews revealed several major problems with the current chatbots, including (a) mismatch between the chatbot’s state of understanding (also called context) and the user’s perception of the chatbot’s understanding, (b) limitations in natural language understanding technologies leading to dialog failures, and (c) targeting chatbots specifically towards the Internet-savvy technically-advanced users.

Second, we focused on these three problems and developed solutions, respectively: (a) Convey: stands for CONtext View, is a window added to the chatbot interface, displaying the conversational context and providing interactions with the context values, which we evaluated with 16 participants; (b) Resilient Chatbot: explores user preferences for eight repair strategies taken from commercially-deployed chatbots (e.g., confirmation, providing options) as well as novel strategies explaining characteristics of the underlying machine learning algorithms, was evaluated with 216 MTurkers; and (c) FarmChat: is a multi-modal multi-lingual
conversational agent, to meet the information needs of rural low literate farmers, and evaluated with 34 farmers in Ranchi, India. To summarize, we propose ways to make chatbots more transparent, and extend its applicability to new demographics.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Licklider’s ‘Man-machine symbiosis’ [125] was one of the earliest discourses from an HCI perspective that visualized humans interacting with machines in a natural manner. The first conversational agent (CA) emerged in 1966 from MIT, called ELIZA [211], which emulated a Rogerian psychotherapist. Such turn-based conversational agents are popularly called chatbots. ELIZA worked on simple declarative rules: if a certain keyword was identified in the user text, it responded with one or more pre-defined outputs. Subsequently, in the latter chatbots, the rules used for both natural language understanding and natural language generation were enriched. Ontologies were used to represent word meanings, reasoning was used to identify user intent, and memory was used to continue a contextual dialog [38, 170, 213, 224]. The notable follow-up chatbots (in 2000s) included MegaHAL [96], ALICE [1], and Elizabeth [184]. The main purpose of all these chatbots was to maintain a conversation with a human user. Indeed, naturalness was the most important metric for evaluating chatbots. In 1990, the Loebner Prize was instituted as an annual competition to award the most human-like chatbot. Recent examples from the Loebner winners are Mitsuku [2] and Rose [3]. Popular chatbots that have recently emerged from the industry are Xiaoice, Tay and Zo from Microsoft.

More recently, the term ‘Conversational Agent’ has come to mean a wide variety of systems with varying capabilities and purposes, with the underlying assumption that human interactions with the systems resemble normal conversations. In the last decade, the tech industry has mainly been devoting its efforts towards utility-driven chatbots – those designed with the goal of accomplishing specific task(s), e.g., Dominos chatbot for ordering pizzas. The main idea is to enable users to effortlessly ‘converse’ with intelligent agents of businesses, just
as they converse with their friends and family. Chatbots have appeared on a variety of mobile and ubiquitous platforms, including phones, smart speakers, VR/AR devices, smartwatches and even operating systems (Siri by Apple and Cortana by Microsoft). Technology companies have raced to deploy platforms for developing such chatbots with built-in natural-language capabilities (such as Facebook Messenger, Amazon Lex, Google Dialog Flow and IBM Watson Conversation). Consequently, a large number of chatbots have been developed recently – e.g., over 100,000 have been created just on the Facebook’s Messenger platform alone within a year of its release in 2015 [81] – for varied use-cases ranging from pizza ordering (Domino’s) to shopping (Burberry), from connecting like-minded humans (Chatible) to cab booking (Uber), and from chit-chatting (Pandorabots) to reading news (CNN). Developers are moving from app-first design – where each app comes with its own interface, thus incurring a small learning curve – to a chatbot-first model, which uses the already familiar conversational interface [69]. The primary focus of these chatbots is not to mimic human conversation but to enable tasks through the ease of conversation. Anthropomorphism in these chatbots, when it exists, seeks to augment the efficiency of the task-solving process. These conversational agents are typically available in two modalities – speech (such as Siri, Alexa, Cortana) and text-messaging (such as Domino’s, CNN, Pandorabots, Burberry, etc. found on Messenger, Slack, and/or Skype platform). Proponents of chatbots embrace their many strengths: e.g., user’s familiarity with the conversational interaction, seamless natural-language interface across use-cases, offering direct information access and simplified navigational paths, and the promise of personalized and evolving intelligence [40,127].

In spite of this rapid growth, the adoption of chatbots is still in its nascent stage, as a majority of users are first-time chatbot users; 84% of the Internet users have not used a chatbot yet [90]. Regular chatbot users were found to be disappointed and even frustrated with the current bots [127], and most chose to limit the usage of chatbots to simple tasks (e.g., setting alarms), as the users were not certain of the system’s intelligence level. Even high-profile chatbots, like Microsoft Tay, were found to be inadequate at handling all of the complexities of natural language interactions, resulting it to be listed as one of the biggest
technology failures of 2016 by MIT Technology Review [162]. Other works evaluating users’ experience with chatbots have discovered a gulf between experience and expectation with respect to the capabilities of chatbots [124, 127, 199]. Thus, a lot of research work is needed to make chatbots usable and acceptable.

This thesis mainly focuses on increasing the acceptability of chatbots by making them more transparent and broadening the chatbots’ use-case to new demographics.

To start with, it is crucial to understand the interaction pattern of chatbot users to inform and guide the design of future bots. In particular, our work (details in chapter 3) focuses on first-time chatbot users, as studying first-time users can be more insightful compared to experienced users who might have grown accustomed to the limitations of chatbots and learned to adapt around them. While the HCI community has studied how conversational agents are used in different settings [105, 123, 124, 127, 199], none of them focuses on first-time chatbot users. Towards this goal, in chapter 3, we study the experience of sixteen first-time chatbot users interacting with a curated list of eight chatbots on the Facebook Messenger platform. We chose Messenger as it hosts the maximum number of chatbots [49] and is the second-most popular text-messaging app [194]. For our analysis, we combined qualitative findings from the semi-structured interviews with the quantitative findings from ~10,000 messages that the participants exchanged with the chatbots. Apart from findings to evolve the design of future chatbots, we identified several issues with the state-of-the-art chatbots, which we discuss in detail below, along with proposing a solution for each of them:

1.1 Research Aim 1: To bridge gap between the chatbot’s understanding and the user’s perception of its understanding

Recent works by several researchers [124, 127, 199], including our initial study with first-time chatbot users, discovered a gulf between experience and expectation with respect to both intelligence and the user interface of chatbots. Although users enjoy chatbots that can continue a conversation specifically by retaining conversational context, there is a mismatch between the chatbot’s real context versus the user’s perception of the chatbot context, i.e.,
there is a difference between their mental models [123]. This is even more problematic in the case of lengthy, complex conversations. Similarly, users were found to be apprehensive in using conversational systems (e.g., Siri, Cortana) for complex tasks, as the users were not certain of the system’s intelligence level and had a poor mental model of its contextual state [123, 127, 169]. Moreover, certain chatbot assumptions are not evident to the user, further exacerbating this issue.

Against this background, in chapter 4, we propose *Convey* (CONtext View), a window added to the chatbot interface that displays the (inferred and assumed) context of the conversation to the user. It also provides intuitive interactions on the context values, enabling users to modify them in a simple and efficient manner. The *Convey* content gets updated as the conversation proceeds, thus always showing the latest understanding of the chatbot. To evaluate the effectiveness and usability of the proposed design, we conducted a 16 participant user study centered around a chatbot for buying shoes. The results show that participants preferred using chatbot with *Convey* and found it to be easier to use, less mentally demanding, intuitive, and faster compared to the default chatbot without *Convey*.

### 1.2 Research Aim 2: To design repair strategies to help users recover from dialog failures

While interacting with the eight chatbots on the Facebook Messenger platform, several participants experienced dialog failures, mainly due to limited natural language understanding technologies. Breakdowns in understanding user input happen often, and they can have profound impact on how users perceive and interact with a chatbot. In the worst case, users may abandon the chatbot or the current task. Or, they may need to endure a haphazard trial-and-error process to recover from the breakdown. Both breakdowns and current recovery processes decrease users’ satisfaction, trust, and willingness to continue using a chatbot [127].

A universal challenge faced by chatbot developers is how to design appropriate strategies that mitigate the negative impact of breakdowns. Previous work [120, 199, 215] studied strategies that aim to alleviate users’ negative emotional response from agent or robot breakdowns,
such as showing politeness and apologetic behaviors. However, in utility-driven chatbots, these strategies may not be very effective when the user still fails to accomplish the task. In chapter 5, we focus on strategies that support repair – recovering from the breakdown and accomplishing task goal.

Repair is a ubiquitous phenomenon in human communication. When a breakdown happens in a conversation, people take a variety of actions such as repeating, rephrasing, or clarifying, to repair it. Although chatbot users should be skillful in using similar actions as the speaker, the repair task becomes challenging as the listener is no longer a fellow human. Chatbots rely on machine learning algorithms to process a user’s input, which are “black boxes” for the user. Though these interfaces are deemed “conversational,” they may not be repaired in the same way as talking to another person [158]. In chapter 5, we study repair strategies that a chatbot could adopt to tackle these problems – providing evidence for the breakdown and supporting repair towards a desirable direction for the system model. We note that many commercial chatbot products are already adopting repair designs to serve these goals. One example is to ask for confirmation when the system has low confidence, which gives a clear signal of a potential breakdown and allows the user to initiate repair without the system mistakenly executing a task. Another example is to provide options of tasks that the chatbot can handle based on their proximity to the user input, which not only indicates a breakdown but also drives the interaction to the scope of the system model’s capabilities. To systematically understand user preferences for different repair strategies, including the underlying reasons and individual differences, we conducted a scenario-based study with Mechanical Turk workers (N=216) comparing eight different repair strategies.

1.3 Research Aim 3: To broaden chatbot’s applicability to new demographics, not limiting chatbots to technically-advanced users

Most current chatbots targets literate, technologically-advanced users. In our initial study with first-time chatbot users (discussed in chapter 3), the participants were technologically-advanced literate Indians knowing about chatbots, but had not used them before. Even
these participants faced several hurdles in interacting with chatbots. Specifically, for two out of the eight chatbots, most participants were unsure of their core functionalities, even after interacting with them over multiple sessions. In chapter 6, we discuss our work focusing on developing chatbots for low literate novice smartphone users who have little knowledge or preconception of the chatbot technology. Specifically, we take the conversational agent on the ubiquitous smartphone to rural farmers in the developing world, broadening its scope to a new demographic. This new user population and usage require answers to questions concerning (a) how to encode farming related queries efficiently in a conversational system; (b) the robustness of speech and language technologies in the local language; (c) the acceptability and usability of chatbot technologies for rural farmers; and (d) interaction modality preferences of the farmer population.

To answer these questions, we designed FarmChat, a conversational agent to meet the information needs of rural Indian farmers. Speech-based conversational interface has several potential benefits for our targeted farmers population. Besides little requirement for literacy, it offers a natural and familiar modality that does not require a user to learn new technical concepts or interaction methods. This could be important as rural farmers often have low technology literacy and self-efficacy. Recent work suggests that interface design should support semi-literate users differently from illiterate users [73]. For semi-literate users, text can offer faster and unambiguous mode of interaction [73], while for illiterate users, the appearance of text negatively impacts their performance [132]. Further, text output allows more flexibility to process information and persistent access to messages, which we identified as a design requirement in a formative study. Hence, we built and compared two interfaces of FarmChat: (1) Audio-only (input: speech; output: audio) and (2) Audio+Text (input: speech, button; output: audio, text, image).

Currently, FarmChat supports Hindi—the most widely spoken Indian language—and answers queries about potato farming as a use case for the study. The knowledge base embedded within FarmChat on potato farming was derived by analyzing the query logs from Kisan Call Center (KCC) and a formative study with 14 farmers and 2 agri-experts. Thereon, we ran
a task-based user study with 34 farmers in villages around the city of Ranchi in the state of Jharkhand in eastern India. From the 626 inputs provided by the participants, we found that farmers appreciated FarmChat’s precise and localized responses, showed great interest and trust on the information, and generally found a conversational agent easy to use, thus hinting that a chatbot has the potential to meet their farming-related information needs at scale and a potential use-case of chatbots to a new demographic.

1.4 Thesis Statement

Throughout this dissertation, we provide support for the thesis statement:

The acceptability of chatbots can be increased by making them more transparent and broadening their applicability to new demographics.

Starting with understanding challenges faced by first-time chatbots users (chapter 3), we identified several issues with current chatbots. Our research aims at proposing solutions for three of the identified problems. First, there is a mismatch between the chatbot’s state of understanding (also called context) and the user’s perception of the chatbot’s understanding. We propose Convey (chapter 4), short of CONtext View, a window added to the chatbot interface that displays the context of the conversation to the user, so that both the user and chatbot has the same mental model. Second, chatbots have low retention rate due to dialog failures. We compared eight different repair strategies (chapter 5) – five strategies adopted from the literature, and three novel strategies proposed by us based on the concept of explainable Artificial Intelligence. Third, most current chatbots are targeted towards technically-advanced users only. In chapter 6, we focus on developing chatbots for low literate novice smartphone users who have little knowledge or preconception of the chatbot technology. Specifically, we take the conversational agent on the ubiquitous smartphone to rural farmers in the developing world, broadening the scope of chatbots to a new demographic.
Chapter 2

RELATED WORK

Our initial user study (details in chapter 3) evaluates state-of-the-art conversational agents on the Facebook Messenger platform, in order to identify limitations of current chatbots. Hence we start with discussing prior work related to the evaluation of conversational agents. Before that we provide an overview of the basics of a conversation system. Based on the findings from the initial user study, we developed three different chatbots, each aiming to tackle a major issue identified with the current chatbots. First, to resolve the mismatch between the chatbot’s understanding and the user’s perception of its understanding, we discuss the basics of a conversation system (including the importance of context), along with providing our view on the stale user interface of current text-based chatbots. Second, to understand breakdowns and recovery strategies in human-agent interaction, we delve deep into repairs in human communications theory and human-robot interactions. Third, to develop chatbots for a new demography, specifically low literate farmers, we provide an overview of previous works in developing user interfaces for illiterate users.

2.1 Basics of a Conversation System

A conversation system identifies intents and entities from user’s input, to understand the meaning of user text. The user’s intent is the current goal or purpose of their interaction with the chatbot. The entities add value to that purpose and narrow it further to make it specific. For any chatbot, the intent and entity types are defined by the chatbot designer based on the purpose of the chatbot. As the conversation involves multiple back-and-forth rounds between the user and the chatbot, the conversation system maintains context to keep track what the user and the chatbot have been discussing. The context values comprise of
a combination of intents and entities. Therefore, without context, a user’s new input would be analysed completely oblivious of their previous inputs.

As an example, here is a typical conversation with a delivery-ordering chatbot:

Human: *i want to order a hawaiian pizza*

Bot: *ok, anything else?*

Human: *yeah make that medium size, and add a coke*

From the first message by the user, the chatbot recognizes that their intent is to *order food*, with the entity being *‘hawaiian pizza’*. As the conversation proceeds, the chatbot maintains the context of pizza ordering so that *‘medium size’* can be related to *‘hawaiian pizza’*. Without the propagation of context, *‘medium size’* is just another entity which is not attached to any intent. Thus, maintaining appropriate context of the conversation is crucial to a chatbot’s success [123,169].

2.2 Evaluating Conversational Agents

Several recent works [105, 123, 124, 127, 199] evaluated chatbots from an HCI perspective. Luger and Sellen [127] evaluated speech-based CAs that act as virtual personal assistants, specifically, user interactions with Siri, Google Now and Cortana. They found that users restrict their usage to simple tasks such as setting alarms or reminders. In their study, the principle use-case of speech-based chatbots turned out to be enabling hands-free interactions that save time [127]. One of their central findings is participants complaining about the inaccuracies in speech-to-text conversion. Similarly, Jiang *et al.* [105] evaluated different tasks in Cortana, a speech-based chatbot, and found major issues with the quality of speech recognition and agent’s intent classification.

In contrast to the speech-modality of the studied chatbots, the text-modality have very different user expectations and interaction patterns. Thies *et al.* [199] conducted a Wizard-of-Oz study with 14 participants to understand chatbot personalities that are most compelling to young, urban users in India. They simulated interactions with three hypothetical chatbots
with varying personalities. Participants wanted a chatbot which can add value to their life by making useful recommendations, endowed with a sense of humor, while being reassuring, empathetic and non-judgmental [199]. Thus the paper shows that users have very high expectations from chatbots. However, it lacks insight on how well these expectations are met by the current chatbots. Liao et al. [123,124] studied deployment of a Human Resource (HR) chatbot in a workplace environment. Apart from functional usage, they found participants getting involved in playful interactions with the chatbot, which are rich signals to infer user satisfaction with the chatbot.

Contrary to the previous works, we study chatbots on the Messenger platform where the input is limited to text or button entry. Furthermore, our study captures user interactions with a wider variety of chatbots built specifically for different domains and hence equipped with differing capabilities. Finally, participants in [105,127] studies were ‘regular’ users of speech-based CA, participants in Liao et al. [123,124] studies were new office joining employees, and participants in Thies et al. [199] were in a single-session controlled lab study, while we focus on studying the real-world experience of first-time chatbot users over multiple sessions interacting with 8 different chatbots across domains on the Messenger platform.

2.3 Stale User Interface of Chatbots

In spite of the growing industry adoption and the advancements in AI to make chatbots ‘smarter’ and more ‘easy-to-use’, the user interfaces of chatbots have not evolved much. They still closely resemble a messaging interface, wherein a user or a bot response results in a message bubble. While some chatbot platforms may have a few multimedia and interactive elements (such as buttons, hyperlinks, carousels, gifs, videos, and so on) to enhance interactivity, the essence of chatbot interfaces has remained unchanged. The main benefit of persisting with such an interface is that it is highly flexible and familiar to anyone who has used a messaging app before. In contrast, each website/app has its own interface, thus incurring a small learning curve [69]. We augment the familiar chatbot user interface with Convey (discussed in chapter 4). The aim of Convey is to enhance the effectiveness of using
chatbots without losing the flexibility afforded by the messaging interface.

2.4 Breakdowns, Repairs in Communication and Human-Agent Interaction

Recently there has been a growing volume of research on human-agent interaction. A common theme shared by work studying everyday use of conversational agents is users’ struggle with natural language interactions [123, 124, 127, 137, 158]. Though this is new to the HCI community, linguistics and sociologists have long been interested in studying repairs in human communications, defined as “the replacement of an error or mistake by what is correct” [176]. Schegloff et al. made the distinction between self- and other- repair [176], referring to the correction made by the speaker or the listener, respectively. A distinction is also made between the initiation and the outcome of a repair. The person who initiates a repair is not necessarily the one who concludes it. Empirically, Schegloff et al. concluded a preference for self- over other-repair regardless of who initiates it.

Repair is also frequently studied under the framework of grounding in communication, proposed by Clark and Brennan [56]. Grounding describes conversations as a form of collective action to achieve common ground or mutual knowledge. As the speaker presents an utterance, evidence of understanding, whether explicit or implicit (e.g., providing a correct response), is expected. If there is a lack of evidence or presence of negative evidence, the speaker may choose to initiate a repair. The theory uses the concept of cost to explain why a repair strategy is used, or a breakdown is ignored without repair. For example, formulation cost predicts that a speaker prefers simple ways of rephrasing (e.g., correcting a partial sentence) instead of a perfect description to repair. It also explains the preference for self-over other-repair by minimizing turn-taking cost (potential turns needed) and fault cost (i.e., perceived at fault).

In a serial work to adapt the grounding framework for human-computer interaction [41, 44], Brennan highlighted that the understanding models are private to each party, and dialog partners can only estimate how to collectively converge them. When the dialog partner is a machine, its private model or capability is significantly mismatched from the human speaker,
posing critical challenges for grounding or repair. Brennan derived a theory-driven model for a spoken dialog system to adapt its feedback to its understanding status by explicitly indicating in which state the breakdown happens, such as attending, recognizing, interpreting, or acting.

Myers et al. studied chat logs of a voice based interface (VUI) to identify types of errors and users’ coping tactics [137]. They found NLP errors – misreading a user’s utterance – to be the most common type of error, and users engaged in a variety of tactics including hyper-articulation, simplification, and providing more information in attempts to repair. But, some users also shied away from repairing by quitting, settling, or starting a new task. Porcheron et al. conducted a field study of user interactions with Amazon Alexa [158] at homes and found that a significant amount of interactions were dedicated to repair. They attributed the challenge of user repair to a lack of indicators of the form of trouble in Alexa’s error messages: “[Alexa] provides no mechanism for further interaction, and does not make available the state of the system, allying the VUI with notions of a ‘black box’”. This conclusion echoes a long-standing concern on the limitation of conversational agent interfaces – a lack of transparency on system status and affordance [127, 189].

Besides these studies providing a descriptive account of breakdown and repair, work that suggests design solutions to support the repair process has been limited. A distinction should be made between agent-initiative and user-initiative systems [92]. In the former case, systems with the dialogue initiative can restrict users’ responses by asking close-ended questions. It is in the latter case where breakdowns are common, as users can ask free-form questions and repairing breakdowns is challenging because users are uncertain about the system’s status and capabilities. Information search agents, such as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa are mostly user-initiative. They are also considered goal-oriented, or utility-driven, because users have an information goal to achieve from the interaction. For non-goal-oriented chatbots (i.e., for chit-chat), Yu et al. [225] enumerated a list of design strategies such as repeating parts of the user utterance, switching topics, and telling jokes, but they aim to engage users for further interaction instead of supporting repair.
The related human-robot interaction (HRI) community has studied designs to mitigate the negative effects of robot breakdowns. With humanoid robots, the focus has been on social behaviors that make users more tolerant or willing to help. For example, multiple studies explored using politeness and apology strategies to request help when the robot malfunctions [71, 121, 193]. Most relevant to ours is the work by Lee et al. [120]. Using a scenario-based survey, they studied three strategies for a robot to recover from a breakdown: apologies, compensation, and providing options. They found individual differences in repair preferences based on service orientation: those with a relational orientation preferred apologies, while those with a utilitarian orientation (interactions with the bot are purely transactional) preferred compensation [120]. In our Resilient Chatbot work (chapter 5), we borrow the methodology of a scenario-based survey as it provides a means to gather a large quantity of data for our collection of repair strategies, and it allows us to strictly control the interaction process and outcomes to evaluate the perception of different repair strategies.

### 2.5 Explainable Artificial Intelligence

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in explainable AI [20, 83]. In explainable AI, people are provided with an explanation on how an intelligent system arrived at a particular decision or conclusion. Prior work suggests that people face difficulties when they are not able to understand how a technology works (e.g., smart thermostats [220] or conversational systems [123]), which limits their usage of the technology to non-complex tasks [127]. In a desire to broaden the adoption of autonomous AI systems, Shneiderman et al. [190] argue that a level of human control ought to be maintained via interfaces that allow users “to better understand underlying computational processes.” In line with this view, AI researchers have begun organizing their own work on machine learning systems around three dimensions – fairness, transparency, and accountability (FAT) – in order to ensure due process and understandability in decision-making [25].

For text classifiers, explanations are generated from their features, such as the words used in the documents they classify. A common approach is to highlight keywords in a
document that have the highest weights for the classifier’s decision – “this document is
classified as sports news because it contains the keyword football’. Stumpf et al. explored
user response for machine learning algorithms explained by keyword highlighting, together
with explanations using rules of words and similar sentences [195], and showed that exposing
the mechanism of an algorithms could enable people to provide rich feedback for improving
the algorithm. For the Resilient Chatbot work (chapter 5), we draw inspiration from such
recent works on explanation of machine learning algorithms by highlighting [76,83,195].

2.6 UIs for Low Literate Users, especially Farmers

Most chatbots target technically-advanced literate users. No prior work exists developing
conversational agents for low literate users (in particular, farmers). However, designing user
interfaces for low literate populations is a growing area of research [73,110,130,132,153].
It spans multiple application domains, including agriculture [61], health care [82], citizen
journalism [135], video search [61] and social networking [133]. Research has shown that
users with low levels of literacy perform better with user interfaces which use minimal or
no text and represent textual information using graphics/photographs and audio [130,132].
Even interfaces that use graphics liberally, such as a job search web portal for illiterate
users [132], rely on audio to provide descriptions and instructions. Voice as an interaction
modality is well-suited for low literate users, as it is a natural means of expression. Voice-only
citizen journalism portals [135], voice-based Q&A forums for rural farmers [154], and IVR
systems [82,108] are a few successful examples, relying heavily on speech for input and audio
for output. With audio as the output modality, researchers have compared speech versus
DTMF/keypad for input and obtained contrasting results with low literate users [82,153,186].
Interestingly, most low literate users are numerically literate; hence, using numbers (both for
input in keypad buttons and output as text) has been found to be acceptable [132]. This has
paved the way for multimodal interfaces [61,133] that embed graphics, voice, and numbers
for low literate users.

Recent research highlighted the interaction differences between illiterate and semi-literate
users and suggested to treat the two groups differently in interface design [73]. Comparing them in tasks on Audio+Text versus Text-only interfaces, Findlater et al. [73] found that text was important for semi-literate users since it offers a faster and less ambiguous mode of interaction. Importantly, text allows for opportunistic language learning. Interestingly, social factor also results in the preference of a text-based interface since it avoids the stigmatized perception of illiteracy [110]. For illiterate users though, the appearance of text negatively impacts their task performance [73, 132]. Hence, we designed and compared two FarmChat interfaces: Audio-only and Audio+Text (details in chapter 6).

ICT4D (Information and Communication Technologies for Development) research has contributed immensely in developing technological solutions to help farmers in developing regions with their information needs [64, 75, 154, 163, 187]. Farmers are usually located in rural areas with low literacy levels; hence, a majority of the proposed solutions rely heavily on voice as an interaction modality. Two of the widely adopted approaches are automated calls providing agriculture-related knowledge and IVR systems. These are highly scalable solutions, but are limited to providing generic crop-related advice, which may not work for a majority of farmers due to variations in crop, soil type, climate, etc. Automated calls have been adopted by several governments around the world, including India’s [143]. Khedut Saathi [148] took automated calls a step further, allowing farmers to forward the received audio message to five other phone numbers. IVR systems use a computer-based back-end with a keypad/voice-based input, and audio output to provide farmers with relevant information related to weather, fertilizers, and market prices [163, 187]. Accessing the hierarchical navigation is a major usability issue with IVR systems [130]. Instead of restricting their system to audio alone, Digital Green [75] focuses on creating videos by farmers and uses human-mediated instruction for disseminating these videos to other farmers. VideoKheti [61] proposed a multimodal method for illiterate farmers to search specific videos.

Other solutions offer custom advisory services to farmers. The Indian government program KCC (Kisan Call Center) [78] allows farmer to dial a toll-free number and get responses to their specific queries. Since the demand for such information is too large to be met by a
manually operated system, most of the KCC calls go unanswered because the phone lines are usually busy [31]. Avaaj Otalo [154] proposed a voice forum for asking agriculture-related questions to experts and peers. It is an asynchronous system, meaning that responses are not given in real-time. Furthermore, questions can be answered by anyone, which may result in incorrect answers and distrust towards the system.

All these work suggests that to fully support the agriculture-related needs of farmers, constant, real-time access to specific information is needed. None of the systems in prior work achieve all of those criteria; FarmChat chatbot (discussed in chapter 6) is an attempt to fulfill these requirements.
Chapter 3

EVALUATING AND INFORMING THE DESIGN OF CHATBOTS

3.1 Introduction

Chatbots are still in their nascent stage: They have a low penetration rate as 84% of the Internet users have not used a chatbot yet. Hence, understanding the usage patterns of first-time users can potentially inform and guide the design of future chatbots. In this chapter, we report the findings of a study with 16 first-time chatbot users interacting with a curated list of eight chatbots over multiple sessions on the Facebook Messenger platform. We chose Messenger as it hosts the maximum number of chatbots [49] and is the second-most popular text-messaging app [194]. For our analysis, we combined qualitative findings from the semi-structured interviews with the quantitative findings from ∼10,000 messages that the participants exchanged with the chatbots. We found that users preferred chatbots that provided either a ‘human-like’ natural language conversation ability, or an engaging experience that exploited the benefits of the familiar turn-based messaging interface. Furthermore, we identify key implications on the design of chatbots and the design of messaging interface provided by the chatbot-hosting platform. Chatbot designers should ensure that chatbots understand and sustain conversation context, provide a clear and ongoing indication of the chatbot capabilities, engage in small talk, indicate when the chatbot fails to perform a task, and end a conversation gracefully.

3.2 Study Design

To study user interaction with chatbots, we chose a set of chatbots that are representative of the diverse use-cases of chatbots. This section describes our choice of chatbots and
participants, and further continues with the study procedure.

3.2.1 Chatbots

Several messaging platforms (such as Facebook Messenger, WeChat, Kik, Slack, Telegram and Skype) support chatbots. In addition, there are individual chatbots, such as Google Assistant, Microsoft Zo, etc. When confronted with the choice amongst these for the study, we applied three guiding principles: (a) the study would focus on a single platform so as not to confound the comparisons across chatbots with platform variations, (b) the platform must be familiar to the users, and (c) the platform must have received significant developer interest as evidenced by its chatbot catalog. Facebook Messenger was the clear choice. Users are familiar with the platform as it is the second most popular messaging platform [194] after WhatsApp (which does not as yet support chatbots). Also, it has been the favorite platform amongst developers with over 34,000 chatbots as of Nov 2016 [54]. Thus, our study exclusively focuses on chatbots on the Messenger platform.

The aim of the chatbot selection process was to select a set of chatbots on the Messenger platform with which a new user is most likely to interact. We started the selection process by considering the top 100 Messenger chatbots listed on Chatbottle [4]. In 2016, Chatbottle was the only search engine and ranking provider of Messenger bots. Based on the chatbot descriptions, we identified eight major domains: News, Travel, Shopping, Social, Game, Utility, Chit-chat, Entertainment. For each of these domains, we selected the highest rated chatbot (using the rating from the Chatbottle [4] website), while ensuring that the chatbot has received more than 1000 likes on Facebook and the chatbot is functional in India, as the participants and authors of this study were based in India. Thus, we selected chatbots that are popular and diverse. (Note: As chatbots and their rankings are continuously evolving, we only considered the state of the chatbots and their ratings in Nov 2016). The selected chatbots are described in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Description of the selected eight chatbots for the user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chatbot</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Description (in their own words, or *from <a href="https://chatbottle.co">https://chatbottle.co</a>)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alterra</td>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>Hi! I’m an AI travel agent. I can book flights and book hotels. If you haven’t decided where to go I can give you vacation ideas, and tell you what to see there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call of Duty</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>*Experience the excitement of Call of Duty like never before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chatShopper</td>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>Hi, I’m Emma, your personal shopping chatbot. I can search for fashion items, shoes and accessories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>News</td>
<td>Chat with me for the news as it unfolds. I’ll send you top stories every day, or you can ask me about a topic that you want to learn more about.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi Poncho</td>
<td>Utility</td>
<td>Hi, I’ll give you a personal weather forecast that will make you smile, whatever the weather.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandorabots</td>
<td>Chit-chat</td>
<td>Hi, I’m Mitsuku! *You need never feel lonely again! Mitsuku is your new virtual friend and is here 24 hours a day just to talk to you. She learns by experience, so the more people talk to her, the smarter she becomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelly</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>*Vote for cool stuff and help other people with their daily decisions. A swell contains a question and 2 options. A or B? High Heels or Sneakers? Hot or Not? Start voting!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivia Blast</td>
<td>Game</td>
<td>*Trivia Blast is the new quiz game to play with the bot or between friends.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.2 Participants

In order to understand users first-time experience interacting with chatbots, we recruited individuals with no prior experience with chatbots. Regular chatbot users might have been accustomed to chatbots’ limitations and would have learned to adapt. As participants were not compensated to participate in the study, we recruited individuals with strong *intrinsic motivation* to explore and experience chatbots as a new technology. Hence, we ensured these requirements were fulfilled: (a) the participant must be an avid Messenger user, using it at least once every 4 hours, and (b) the participant must be a technology-enthusiast, using phone, tablet, and/or laptop for 10+ hours a day. Also, the participant must be based locally for face-to-face interviews. To recruit participants, we used word-of-mouth and snowball sampling. Prospective participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire. In a week, we received 31 responses to our questionnaire, out of which 16 fulfilled our criteria.

Sixteen participants (10 male and 6 female, mean age of 32.1 years, sd=6.9, age range 23-45 years) were recruited. Ten of them had an engineering background, and the remaining six of them were from non-technical backgrounds, including operations, finance and social sciences. Most participants were young technology enthusiasts. While this is a very specific sample from the general population, the participants adequately represent technology early adopters who will likely constitute the majority of chatbot users in the near future. All of them understood chatbots at a conceptual level but had no prior experience with them. All of them had a Bachelor’s or higher degree. None of them were native English speakers, but rated themselves to be fluent in English. Participants self-reported an average 11.8 hours (sd=1.3) of daily computer and phone usage. Ten of them reported using Messenger every hour of the day, while the rest reported using it every four hours daily. All of them reported themselves to be frequent readers of tech-related news articles, spending on an average 0.5 hours (sd=0.2) every day.
3.2.3 Procedure

During the first face-to-face meeting with the study facilitator, participants were informed about the definition of chatbot with a few generic examples and the goal of the study. Participants were provided with a list of 8 chatbots (Alterra [7], Call of Duty [8], chatShopper [9], CNN [10], Hi Poncho [11], Pandorabots [12], Swelly [13], Trivia Blast [14]) in a randomized order to counteract order effects. They were asked to interact with each chatbot for at least 3-5 minutes daily for the next three days. The facilitator sent each participant a personalized daily reminder on Messenger. The reminder consisted of web links, which opened a direct conversation with the chatbot on Messenger. The participants were not instructed on how to interact with the chatbots, what the chatbots were about, or what kind of tasks to perform using the chatbots. This was done to encourage exploration and open-ended usage of the chatbots, to capture a range of perspectives. Instead of asking participants to perform specific tasks with each bot which has been found to be insufficient for chatbot evaluation [105,168], we chose an exploration-based study because of these three reasons: (a) first-time users tend to explore which in turn can help to understand their learning curve, (b) we did not want to bias or influence participants’ first interaction with the chatbots in any manner, and (c) with exploration, participants’ opinions would not form based on the particular tasks that they were asked to do, thus exploration has potential to provide varying observations across participants.

After the three days of interaction with the chatbots, the participant had a face-to-face semi-structured interview with the facilitator. Interview questions sought to elicit participants’ understanding of the chatbots, their perceived benefits/limitations, any interesting conversations and/or experiences, and areas for improvement. The interview durations ranged from 40-60 minutes. At the start of the interview, participants were asked to rank the chatbots and rate them with respect to different metrics, including learning curve, frustration level, and fun to use [86]. All the interviews were conducted in either the participants’ office or home. The interviews were voice-recorded after receiving permission from the par-
participants, and later transcribed in English. At the end of the interview, a copy of the chat log (in HTML files) was downloaded by the facilitator after taking participants’ permission to use it only for research purposes. It should be noted that no keyloggers were used for this study. This is for two reasons: privacy concerns, and freedom to switch between devices. Pre-study demography questionnaire, chat log files, post-study rating questionnaire, and interview transcripts, were used in our data analysis.

3.3 Quantitative Data Analysis

In this section, we present the quantitative analysis of the chat logs. The analysis shows that the participants were engaged throughout the study, as hinted by their high level of participation. In total, participants and chatbots exchanged 9968 messages interacting for 25 hours (Figure 3.1a, 3.3) across 379 sessions. Six participants predominantly used the chatbots on their phone, one on her tablet, and nine on their laptop.

Conversational agents are usually evaluated using three measures – Task Completion Rate (TCR), Number of Turns, and Total Time [208]. TCR is not relevant for our study, as participants were not asked to complete any specific task with the chatbots. Number of Turns is defined as the number of messages exchanged between the user and the bot, and we refer it as ‘Message Count’. Message Count and Total Interaction Time are indications of how effectively the chatbot can engage a user. Also, from an HCI perspective, we explore the types of interactive elements constituting the message. Hence we focus on Total Interaction Time, Message Count, and Interactive Elements in this section. We conducted a mixed-model analysis of variance – on the total interaction time, total number of messages exchanged between the chatbots and participants, total chatbot message count, total participant message count, and average character length per message – treating Chatbot as a fixed effect and participant as a random effect.
Figure 3.1: (a) Top: Total chat messages exchanged; (b) Bottom: Division of those messages among chatbots and participants.

Figure 3.2: (a) Top: Content of the chatbot messages; (b) Bottom: Content of the participant (human) messages.

Figure 3.3: Interaction Time spent by the participant per chatbot.
**Total Interaction Time**

Over the course of the study, the time spent by a participant interacting with the chatbots was 93.5±53.9 mins, and the number of sessions was 23.7±5.6. For the total time of interaction, no significant main difference was found among the chatbots (F$_{7,103}$=1.77, p=0.1) (Figure 3.3). This hints that the participants spent similar amounts of time with each of the chatbot as the study facilitator instructed. Figure 3.3 shows time spent by the participant with each chatbot, and a session-wise split of duration. Interestingly, only with *Pandorabots* and *Hi Poncho*, the participants interacted for four or more sessions. In *Hi Poncho*, it was mostly chatbot-initiated in the form of weather notifications, while with *Pandorabots*, it was always participant-initiated interaction.

**Message Count**

Out of the total 9968 messages, 65.8% of messages were by the chatbots and 34.2% by the participants. The ANOVA test showed a significant main effect of Chatbot on the total messages exchanged between the chatbot and the participant (F$_{7,103}$=3.93, p<0.0001) (Figure 3.1a). This means that although the participants spent similar amount of time with each chatbot, the total count of messages exchanged significantly varied across the chatbots. This prompted us to investigate pairwise differences. We employed Tukey’s HSD procedure to address the increased risk of Type I error due to unplanned comparisons. We found that the number of messages exchanged with *Pandorabots* and *Trivia Blast* were significantly higher than *chatShopper* and *CNN* (p<0.01). This may be due to the fact that *Pandorabots* falls in the Chit-chat domain. Its known that users tend to chat more with a conversation partner, rather than a human assistant [196]. In the case of *CNN*, the news article opens up in a new browser window (leaving the Messenger interface), hence limiting the interaction with the chatbot.

With respect to chatbot-only message count, we found that *Call of Duty* was significantly higher than *chatShopper* (p<0.01) and *CNN* (p<0.01), with 78% of the *Call of Duty* total
messages comprising of chatbot messages (Figure 3.1b). This may be because Call of Duty is verbose, and continues with the game story regardless of human input. The count of participant messages to Pandorabots was significantly higher than Alterra, Call of Duty, chatShopper, CNN and Hi Poncho (p<0.01) (Figure 3.1b). This may be because Pandorabots is a chit-chat bot, and requires minimal mental effort (as in the case of texting a friend).

**Interactive Elements**

We analyzed the composition of chatbots’ messages (Figure 3.2a) and participants’ messages (Figure 3.2b). Pandorabots lacked interactive elements (Figure 3.2) as it is a completely text-based chatbot, while Trivia Blast (Figure 3.2a) was predominantly click-based. In Messenger, human input was limited to text messages or button clicks (Figure 3.2b). As no key loggers were used, only the button presses that resulted in input text (e.g., Figure 3.4, ‘book hotels’ button) were logged and hence considered in the analysis. Other button presses such as buttons which disappear after selection (e.g., Figure 3.5, ‘auto-suggestion buttons’) or buttons that lead to external websites (e.g., Figure 3.4, buttons as part of ‘carousel’) could not be counted. Overall, participants typed 43,844 characters (maximum 35.3% on Pandorabots followed by 20% on Alterra). The average number of characters typed by the participants per message showed a significant main effect for Chatbot ($F_{7,103}=11.4$, p<0.0001). On Alterra and CNN participants typed significantly more number of characters per message than Call of Duty, Swelly and Trivia Blast (all p<0.01). This indicates that Alterra (23.5±19.5 characters/message) and CNN (21.7±26.4) needed longer text input as in a search query, while Call of Duty (13±10.1), Swelly (9.2±7.6) and Trivia Blast (12.7±9.9) were predominantly click-based.

Chatbot messages comprise of several interactive and rich media elements (Figure 3.2a). 70.1% of messages comprises of only text. The character count per chatbot message response was highest for CNN (84.3±60.2), closely followed by Hi Poncho (79.4±55.1) and Call of Duty (73.8±38.1), and lowest for Pandorabots (41.9±38.7). This hints that a few chatbots were verbose in their response, which participants complained about (specifically Call of
Duty). After ‘text’, the second most common chatbot message content was ‘carousel’ (Figure 3.4), constituting of 14.5% messages (Figure 3.2a). We define seat as an UI element that comprises of an image with a header and 1-3 buttons below the image. Messenger provides a way to combine multiple such seats to form a horizontal scrollable carousel (Figure 3.4). Carousels were extensively used to show news in CNN, quiz questions in Trivia Blast, and shopping items in chatShopper.

3.4 Findings: Qualitative Data Analysis

In this section, we discuss the comments made by the participants on their experiences with the chatbots as recorded during the face-to-face semi-structured interviews, followed by the chatbot ratings collected in the post-study questionnaire. The interview coding and analysis was done in an iterative fashion. Three of the co-authors met as a group to explore the data. Each interview transcript was projected on a large screen and discussed to identify interesting comments. In total, 957 comments were identified, which were coded iteratively. The three co-authors met multiple times as a group to refine and coalesce the initial 49 codes into 4 high-level themes representative of the data – functionality, conversational intelligence, personality, and interface.

The purpose of this study was not to compare the different chatbots; however, most participants’ comments were chatbot-specific, as each chatbot was very different in its capability and domain. Thus, at the end of each theme, we provide a summary generalizing the bot specific comments. Note: \( P_{i,j} \) refers to a comment by participant \( i \) for the chatbot \( j \).

3.4.1 Functionality

The first theme that emerged concerns the functionality of a chatbot. In other words, did the chatbot do what it is supposed to do, and if so, how good was it? Fourteen participants praised at least one chatbot for successfully accomplishing its primary task. Participants defined primary task as the task stated as part of the chatbot description. \( P_8 \) liked Trivia Blast as it helped him pass time during commute. However, for CNN, participants complained
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that it “shows mostly old stale news” - P_{9,CNN}, and “It doesn’t even understand weather, Pakistan, migrations... doesn’t work at all” - P_{13,CNN}. Participants commented extensively about the subjective utility of the primary task. Participants found a few chatbots to be not useful, either because those chatbot domains were not useful for their specific use cases, or the chatbots were found lacking compared to their website/app counterparts. For instance, P_{11} was not interested in video games, hence she didn’t like Call of Duty. Participants mentioned that for certain domains, such as news and utility, chatbots are a good fit. “News by bot makes sense, though CNN ain’t good.” - P_{12,CNN}.

Comparing these chatbots with existing alternatives, including websites, phone apps, and search engines, to accomplish the same task was a constant theme across participants. P_{10} praised Swelly as an “awesome idea” as there is no alternative, “I can’t google for opinions”.

However, participants mentioned that flight-booking websites are better than Alterra, as “I can quickly browse through hundreds of flights” - P$_{2,Alterra}$. This again relates back to the domain of the chatbot, as certain domains which require choosing from a large number of available options (such as shopping) are less suited for a chatbot interface, compared to domains requiring specific answers (such as news, weather).

As the participants were interacting with eight chatbots at the same time, they intrinsically compared them against each other, and hence were setting the threshold of acceptable failure for each chatbot, not only based on alternatives, but also based on their simultaneous experience with the other bots. Participants appreciated chatbots which were able to perform “tough” tasks, where they initially expected the chatbot to fail, thereby exceeding their expectation. For Hi Poncho, P$_{15}$ expected it to just provide weather information based on the location input, however found “It worked even for ‘rain in Bangalore’, ‘hiking in London’, ‘umbrella in Seattle’. It just works!” . Similarly, P$_{1}$ liked Alterra: “It was able to understand ‘second Sunday of march’, we can’t do (that) on a website”.

When the chatbots did not fulfill their expected functionalities or did not behave as expected, participants started doubting and blaming themselves, such as “maybe I don’t know how to use it? or how to properly communicate with it?” - P$_{3,Call of Duty}$. This is consistent with Norman’s theory of “human error” [140]. Three participants showed these traits, and instead of resolving their problems, all of them abandoned the specific chatbot completely. When the researcher explained the specific chatbot purpose to the participants during the
interview, the participants were surprised and wanted the chatbot to “clearly specify it in their description”. Finally, a few participants complained that some basic functionalities were missing from the chatbots. “CNN should understand simple search query, and provide latest relevant news” - P13,CNN. At other times, participants were not aware of the existence of certain functionalities. For instance, eight participants did not realize that even they can post questions to Swelly which other Swelly users will answer.

**Summary:** A chatbot must accomplish its primary task, and must outperform its existing website, app, or search engine alternatives by offering diverse and/or enhanced functionalities. Moreover, chatbots must communicate their functionalities to the users, and check for domain suitability.

### 3.4.2 Conversational Intelligence

The second theme revolved around the “brain” of the chatbot, i.e., its ability to converse intelligently. This represents participants’ interest in the quality of the conversation over and beyond mere functionality. The most common comments were related to a chatbot’s understanding of the input text. Participants considered this as an important criterion to determine whether its a “chatbot” or not. For Call of Duty, Trivia Blast and Swelly, multiple participants commented that it is “not a chatbot, as (it) can’t chat” - P9,Trivia Blast. The major complaint with the Call of Duty chatbot was that it was “completely scripted”, and ignores the user input text. Most participants got annoyed by it, as evident from the ratings (Figure 3.6). Pandorabots delighted several participants with its natural language understanding as it was able to understand and respond appropriately to most conversations: “It is as good as talking to a human” - P9,Pandorabots. “It answers like my spouse” - P1,Pandorabots. Five participants tried to “break the (intelligence of) Pandorabots”, similar to [199], which might be one of the reasons for maximal interaction with Pandorabots (Figure 3.1a, 3.3). Participants expected other chatbots which have basic “keyword-understanding” (such as Alterra, chatShopper) to have “human-like” conversational abilities. Six participants also mentioned that Alterra, chatShopper and Hi Poncho do not understand statements with
negation, “I asked for not red shirts, and she started showing me red shirts” - P$_5$,chatShopper.

Participants discussed how chatbots handle such failures with regards to understanding users’ text or finding a suitable response. A few participants wanted the chatbot to cover-up with a smart response, while others wanted it to admit that it failed. P$_9$ asked chatShopper for “eye-liner” and it responded with socks instead. P$_9$ wanted the chatbot to admit its failure and respond with a “big NO, the very first time... clearly stating which products she can help me with”. Four participants were pleasantly surprised by Pandorabots ability to cover-up its lack of knowledge by providing smart responses. P$_8$ asked, “among the US 2016 presidential candidate, who is more popular?”, to which Pandorabots responded, “The one who has the greatest number of fans and friends.”

Participants were impressed with chatbots that continued a conversation by retaining conversational context. For instance, P$_1$ mentioned that she was “super happy to use it (chatShopper)” because chatShopper was able to follow up on her query of “shoes”, followed by “in red”. Similarly, P$_{10}$ highlighted that Pandorabots was able to understand and retain context even in a complex conversation - “I told Pandorabots that X is my friend and Y is his wife. Later I asked her, who is Y, and she correctly said X’s wife!” A few participants mentioned that they found mismatch between the chatbot’s real context versus their assumption of the chatbot context. “I wasn’t sure if the bot understood ‘brown shoes’, as a few shoes were black and red” - P$_{14}$,chatShopper. Two participants expected the chatbot to retain context across chat sessions, thus providing users with personalized recommendations learned over multiple interactions between the chatbot and user. P$_3$ asked chatShopper to “recommend shoes to go with the dress that I selected yesterday”, and was disappointed by the results. This is in accordance with previous findings of maintaining a sense of continuity over time [34], similar to human conversations.

Furthermore, participants suggested several features to improve the conversation efficiency. Participants expected chatbots to proactively ask questions in order to reduce the search space. P$_{12}$ appreciated questions asked by Alterra to refine the flight search, while P$_5$ was disappointed with chatShopper for not asking questions. Participants also recommended
a few advanced features, such as ability to edit a previous message, either using the UI or "using newer text message starting with an asterisk, as we do in current messaging apps" - P_5.

Summary: A chatbot needs to have ‘human-like’ conversational capabilities, including context preservation (intra- and inter-session), understanding of negative statements, cover-up smartly or admit failure, and ability to ask intelligent questions to engage the user in a meaningful conversation, along with helping the user with the task.

3.4.3 Chatbot Personality

Participants enjoyed chatbots with a distinct personality. They expected the chatbot personality to match its domain, e.g., a news chatbot should be professional, while a shopping chatbot can be casual and humorous. Moreover, personalities have a strong impression, as most participants referred to chatShopper and Pandorabots with gendered pronouns (‘he’, ‘she’), while CNN and Trivia Blast were considered as tools (‘it’). Previous work with a teaching bot found that using pronouns (‘we’) rather than ‘it’ significantly correlates with student learning [146]. Most participants started their conversation with a ‘hi’, expecting the chatbot to respond back. Since participants expected a conversation, they assumed that the chatbot would engage in small talk. E.g., “didn’t even respond to how are you?... not even to hi” - P_15, Call of Duty. A few participants expected the chatbots to be more personal. “She was not addressing me by my name... very impersonal.” - P_15, Pandorabots. All these – using pronouns to refer to the bot, engaging in small talk, expecting the bots to be personal in their response – hints that the participants were assuming and expecting the bots to be more human-like.

Apart from the small talk, humor was prominently mentioned by the participants. Ten participants mentioned that they had a “fun” conversation with Pandorabots and/or Hi Poncho, as these kept them “engaged” with their “humorous” and “highly diverse responses”. For instance, P_6 mentioned that when she asked Hi Poncho for weather forecast of a city, it responded with “Cool, I DJ’ed there once. Good crowd. Right now it is 28 C and clear
there.”, and P15 stated that when he asked Pandorabots “why are you learning about humans?”, it responded with “Because if I know a lot about human behaviour, it will be easier to erase your species.” This is also corroborated with earlier work [123, 124], and the chat logs showing that participants spent the highest amount of time with Pandorabots. Participants even asked for jokes to these two chatbots, and were delighted to find that they support such requests.

All the participants mentioned that the chatbot must explicitly convey its capabilities as part of the introduction. Twelve participants stated that they didn’t understand the functionality of Swelly, and four participants complained about Call of Duty and Pandorabots. “What is it? A pseudo girl-friend?” - P4,Pandorabots. However, none of the participants mentioned searching/googling to learn about the chatbot functionality. All of them explored chatbot capabilities using a “trial-and-error” method. This can be one of the reasons for participants being intrinsically motivated to interact with the chatbots. Six participants liked the fact that Hi Poncho “advertised” its capabilities later in the conversation, by stating, “Try a few of these commands: Is it snowing in New York? ... Do I need an umbrella today? And if you ever need help, just type HELP.” Without the upfront knowledge of chatbots’ limitations and capabilities, it seems that the participants assumed high potential in chatbots, but were later disappointed when the bots fail to accomplish those tasks. As part of the study design, we intentionally did not provide any information about the chatbots to the participants, thus unearthing these issues.

Finally, a majority of the participants (11) reported being annoyed with chatbots that do not end a conversation. “It was impossible to end the conversation. I tried ‘exit’, ‘quit’, ‘stop it’, ‘end this’, still it kept talking.” - P9,Call of Duty. According to P1, “closure... exiting gracefully is super crucial.”

Summary: Chatbot should have an apparent personality suiting its domain, which can help in retaining users. The chatbot should be able to introduce and advertise its functionalities, engage users in small talk, provide a personal touch, respond humorously, and exit gracefully.
3.4.4 Chat Interface

The last theme discusses the interface that the participants used to interact with the chatbots. Although some of these comments refer to the interface choices in the Facebook Messenger platform, they are representative of users’ expectations of chatbots interface beyond natural language text exchange. Messenger provides several interactive UI elements (Figure 3.2a). Eight participants appreciated interacting with the option buttons and auto-suggestion buttons. Option buttons appear as part of the bot message and are static in nature (Figure 3.4), while auto-suggestion buttons appear dynamically to reduce typing effort and disappear after one of the buttons is clicked or text is entered (Figure 3.5). P5 liked Trivia Blast as “it doesn’t require typing, just interacted with the buttons.” Participants cited “time saving” as the main reason to be in favor of buttons. This is similar to findings from a previous study [127], where in participants used speech-based CAs to save typing time.

With respect to the other UI elements, five participants liked the horizontal carousel (Figure 3.4) to view a list of catalog items. However, some felt that limiting the carousel to only five items at a time was restrictive (a limitation of the Messenger platform). P1 suggested “it (chatShopper) should keep populating more items on the right side, whenever I press this (carousel) right button.” Moreover, participants asked for direct interaction with the object, rather than interacting with a button placed next to the object. For instance, in Swelly, participants ended up clicking the image several times, instead of clicking the button placed below the image.

Clicking on certain interactive elements opens the content in a new window detached from the chat interface, which six participants complained about. For instance, in CNN, clicking on ‘Read this Story’ button opens a new CNN webpage with the full news article. P5 complained that the chatbot “… has to leave the current (browser) tab. With 10+ tabs open, coming back to that tab is tricky”. In contrast, previous work [199] recommends putting such external links as part of the chatbot response, from data collected using a Wizard-of-Oz study.
Apart from UI elements, participants wanted a persistent display of certain handy information such as description of the chatbot capabilities with a few examples, and a menu option to access the chatbot main functionalities. P_{10} commented that in the Messenger platform, the “chatbot description, summarizing its capabilities, disappears as soon as the ‘Get Started’ button is pressed to start the conversation”. According to P_{15}, “in IVRS, it says, press star (*) to go back to the main menu... In chatbots we should have something similar. I usually end up asking ‘show me the options again’ - and a few bots fail (to respond correctly).”

**Summary:** Along with text input, interactive elements in the interface works in favor of chatbots. For user retention, a chatbot should have minimal external links. The interface should show certain information, including chatbot’s description and main menu, persistently to the user.

### 3.4.5 Chatbot Ratings

Participants were asked to rate each chatbot on six different metrics on a 5-point Likert scale (Figure 3.6). For all metrics, except Frustrating, higher score is better. **Pandorabots** was rated the best in all criteria, except task success (whether the bot was successful in performing the task), perhaps because **Pandorabots** is for chit-chat with no specific task to accomplish. **Trivia Blast** and **Hi Poncho** were consistently in the top three ratings, while **CNN, Call of Duty** and **Swelly** were in the bottom three, except that **CNN** received high ratings for **Future use**, due to its relevant domain. The ANOVA test showed a significant main effect of Chatbot on: Fun to use (F_{7,120}=5.9, p<0.0001), Frustrating (F_{7,120}=3.7, p<0.001), Will use in future (F_{7,120}=4.1, p<0.001), and Overall (F_{7,120}=3.4, p<0.01), while Ease of use and Task success did not showed any significant difference. With respect to Fun, **Hi Poncho** (3.9±0.8) and **Pandorabots** (4.2±1.3) were rated significantly higher than **Call of Duty** (2.7±1.3), **CNN** (2.4±0.9) and **Swelly** (2.7±1.1), with p<0.01. For ease of use, the sentiment towards all the bots were generally positive with **Swelly** achieving the minimal score of 3±1.2. Also **Call of Duty** (3.7±1.2) and **Swelly** (3.7±0.9) were found to be the most frustrating, and were
significantly worse than *Pandorabots* (2.4±1.3) and *Trivia Blast* (2.5±0.9), with p<0.01. Regarding using the bot in future, the general opinion was unfavorable, still *Pandorabots* (3.5±1.4) was voted higher than *Call of Duty* (1.8±1.3) and *Swelly* (1.8±1.1) (p<0.01). In *Overall* rating, *Pandorabots* (3.9±1.2) was rated significantly higher than *Call of Duty* (2.4±1.3), *CNN* (2.5±1.1) and *Swelly* (2.5±1.1) (p<0.01).

Participants were asked to rank the 8 chatbots (1 being the best). *Hi Poncho* was ranked the highest with 12 participants ranking it in the top half (ranking=3.1±1.5). *Pandorabots* (ranking=3.5±2.7) was a close second with 11, and *Trivia Blast* (ranking=3.7±2.3) was third with 8. The worst ranked was *CNN* (ranking=6.3±1.8) which was ranked in the bottom half by 13 participants. Several interesting associations between the bots emerged. All, except two, participants ranked *Hi Poncho* and *Pandorabots* in the same half (either top or bottom), while 13 participants ranked *Pandorabots* and *Trivia Blast* in opposing halves. This hints that the participants were divided into two classes: (i) preferring *Hi Poncho* and *Pandorabots*, (ii) preferring *Trivia Blast*. *Trivia Blast* indulges in no conversation with the user (it is click-based), while *Hi Poncho* and *Pandorabots* are capable of having a ‘human-like’ conversation with the user preserving the conservation context. Another association that emerged is between *Alterra* and *chatShopper*. Both performed average and their rankings were in the mid-range (3–6); 13 participants ranked them adjacent to each other. This may be because both *Alterra* and *chatShopper* provides similar functionality of e-commerce. This hints that the functionality provided by the bot played an important role in the participants’ perception of the bots.

### 3.5 Discussion

Chatbots benefit from several significant strengths - users’ familiarity with the messaging interface, seamless natural-language interface across use-cases, and the promise of personalized and evolving intelligence driving them. Still, the overall verdict is that participants’ expectations from the technology of chatbots was not met by the sampled set of Messenger chatbots. Participants were disappointed and even frustrated with mediocre natural lan-
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Language capabilities. Particularly, they felt that the chatbots often did not understand their input text or comprehend their intention, resulting in chatbots being unable to engage or answer them efficiently. Similar to the findings of [127], users were not able to assess the intelligence of the bots. These drawbacks compounded by the limited set of features offered by the chatbots meant that the participants did not see themselves re-using most chatbots in future. Given this critical feedback, it is clear that chatbots need to evolve quickly on core competencies to engage and retain users effectively, and future attempts to address this expectation mismatch will drive innovation on generic AI abilities of language processing.

Directions for such an evolution are provided as part of the positive comments received by a few chatbots. Specifically, participants liked the witty human-like conversational skills of Pandorabots. It seemed to understand user’s input and could generate appropriate and smart responses. A subset of these conversational skills were well-received in Hi Poncho, which was perceived to have a funny enjoyable personality. On the other hand, participants also appreciated Trivia Blast; although it was non-chatty and click-based, it provided an engaging quiz experience within a messaging interface. These three top-rated bots thus encapsulate the key insights for future chatbots: chatbots must provide either a natural
language driven functionality served with adequate conversational delight, or an engaging
app-like experience specifically designed for the familiar turn-based messaging interface.

The insights from the study complement and expand on results from earlier studies on
speech-based CAs [105, 127] and chatbots [123, 124, 199]. Existing work emphasizes the
speech modality with features such as ease of hands-free interaction [127] and inaccuracies
in speech-to-text conversion [105, 127]. This emphasis is evident in participants choosing to
perform simple tasks (e.g., setting alarms), which require neither a turn-based conversation
nor maintenance of context. In contrast, participants in our study performed more com-
plex tasks (e.g., planning a vacation or buying clothes). Earlier works in messaging-based
chatbots evaluation [123, 124, 199] share some of our findings, including the value of play-
ful interactions with the chatbots, and the mismatch between the user’s expectation and
chatbot’s capabilities. However, previous studies were conducted with experienced users and
failed to identify specifics that emerged from our study of the first-time chatbot users, such
as their initial misunderstanding of the bot’s expertise, the value of ending a conversation
gracefully, and the mismatch between application domain and interface. Next, we will discuss
the design implications.

3.5.1 Design Implications for Chatbot Designers

Below is a list of essential cross-domain design implications for developers building chatbots.

Clarify capabilities at the start and on-demand

The messaging interface is powerful, allowing unrestricted interactive patterns with natural
language, in contrast to specific UI elements of websites and apps. However, a natural
language interface increases the users’ expectations on the capabilities of the bot. Similar
to our findings, even Luger et al. [127] found that insufficient visibility of the limits and
capabilities of speech-based conversational agents was a major problem. To reduce the
expectation gap of users, based on our study findings, we recommend that the chatbot must
clearly specify what it can do. The chatbot should explicitly describe its capabilities with
examples not only as part of introduction at the start of an interaction, but also later in the conversation (as in Hi Poncho that was appreciated by some study participants); both during times of low engagement and after failures in the dialog. This can also help the user to transition from a novice to an expert chatbot user.

**Evaluate application-interface match**

Chatbot designers must first identify if the application is suitable for the messaging interface. Conversational or turn-based features should be essential for the application. The application should also be restricted to the chat interface, as adding links to external webpages is not recommended (e.g., CNN). This is in contrast with previous findings [199], as they recommend providing useful links in the conversation. Designers must ensure that they provide value over existing alternatives such as search engines, webpages and native mobile apps. This is in line with prior research that found conversational agents to be frustrating for the users when agents default to Google search [127]. Furthermore, tasks requiring exploratory search across a large number of available options, such as clothes shopping, might not be best suited for the chatbot interface. In comparison, tasks requiring minimal input, such as grocery shopping and news, fit better with the chatbot interface. This indicates the value in understanding the usage patterns – users wishing to browse versus having choices made for them – to decide if a chatbot is the right interface for a specific application.

**Enable dialog efficiency through context resolution**

Humans need context dependence in the conversation and expect connectedness across the whole sequence of conversation [40]. Designers must aim to improve dialogue efficiency by resolving and maintaining context from earlier user messages. To resolve context, the chatbot must proactively ask intelligent questions in order to reduce the search space, and engage the user in a meaningful conversation. Maintaining context increases the input efficiency of users, as it minimizes the user input required at any instance. This ability can range from preserving context within a conversation to preserving context across conversation
sessions. Users interpret such context resolution as properties of a personalized, empathetic and intelligent chatbot (such as in Pandorabots).

**Consistent personality with small-talk and humor**

Users relate better with a chatbot that exhibits a consistent personality, *e.g.*, cat weather-expert *Hi Poncho* and shopping assistant *Emma* of chatShopper. Users expect human-like conversational etiquette from an automated chatbot, specifically introductory phrases (‘hi’, ‘how are you’) (also reported in [169]) and concluding phrases (‘bye’). Although most designers do build dialogue flows for introductory phrases, they miss out on the concluding phrases entailing a sense of dissatisfaction among the users (as in *Call of Duty*). Moreover, designers should enrich the conversation with humor, and a large diversity in chatbot responses. In previous work [123, 124, 127, 199, 215], humor, sarcasm, and playfulness have been identified as positive traits, while excessive politeness is considered a negative trait of CAs.

**Design for dialog failures**

Inevitably, interaction through a free-form messaging interface can cause conversational flows that are not modeled and thus leading to a dialog failure. Designers must explicitly design for such situations, by either admitting failure and showing a list of capabilities with examples (as in *Hi Poncho*), or providing a witty conversational cover-up (as in Pandorabots).

3.5.2 **Design Implications for Chatbot Platform UX Designers**

While the study focused on Facebook’s Messenger platform, the following platform-related implications are generic and applicable for most other platforms as well.

**Combine text-based interface with buttons and media**

The Messenger platform combines the use of text with buttons and media content such as images, GIFs, and videos. Participants found this natural and engaging. Participants
expressed dissatisfaction when the chatbot passed on the control to an external interface, such as opening a news article in a new browser window. Platforms should have a feature to allow such links to open in-line. Also, the Messenger platform provides a ‘Menu’ button persistently (Figure 3.5), though none of the participants ever used it. It seems to be under-advertised by Facebook. A messaging platform must highlight such features to the users. Finally, carousels with suggested items (such as shopping or news suggestions) should allow for a much larger number of items rather than the current limit of five items.

Enable efficient input from users

Participants commented that auto-suggestion buttons improved their interaction efficiency. Even in Luger’s work with speech-based CAs [127], time-saving was a universal theme. The messaging platform should help in reducing the interaction cost. It should allow for easy editing of user’s last few messages. This is specifically important when the edit changes a single parameter in a search query (such as changing price in a shopping/travel chatbot). Also, specific to the Messenger platform, click interaction should be enabled on images directly instead of only supporting clicks on buttons.

Provide persistent view on chatbot capabilities and context

To avoid the expectation mismatch, the platform must provide a persistent view of the chatbots’ capabilities. In Messenger, a description of the chatbot is shown at the start of an interaction, but it disappears after the first message. As an advanced feature, conversation context can also be shown to the user persistently. This will allow user to identify with the bot’s contextual state and its assumptions, and help the chatbot and the user to have the same state-of-mind.
Provide effective chatbot discovery

While not experienced by the participants of this study, the authors faced the problem of discovering chatbots with specific functionalities. Each chatbot platform must enable an effective way to discover chatbots based on the bots’ capabilities and popularity (a Google Play equivalent for discovering chatbots). As the list of chatbots keeps growing, such discovery and consequent search engine optimizations would be crucial for attracting users. Recently, in April 2017, Facebook announced launching chatbot discovery tab in Messenger [72].

3.5.3 Potential Future Usage of Chatbots in HCI Research

Furthermore, as we conducted our survey of top-rated Messenger chatbots, we came across several chatbots that help with personal logging. E.g., Forksy and Fitmeal log meals, UReport Global is a civil reporting chatbot, and Swelly crowdsources votes on A-vs-B questions. Logging data as part of HCI-relevant diary studies [62] could benefit from the use of chatbots. Advantages include a normalized interface across different studies and the ability to proactively solicit feedback. For instance, a food-tracker bot knows which restaurant you are in, based on your Facebook check-in, can ask in a conversational manner if you are eating the same meal as the last time. A strong advantage of chatbots is that getting started is just a text away with virtually no barrier to entry; in contrast, a study using a custom mobile app loses participants in motivating them to install the app. Thus, in future, we expect increased use of chatbots for HCI research studies.

3.5.4 Limitations of the study

Our study is an initial step towards understanding the first-time usage experience of chatbots. There are several limitations of our work. First, chatbots are continuously evolving, hence we completed the study in a 10-day period (during the second week of Feb 2017), assuming that the chatbots’ remained the same. The participants’ experiences thus only reflect the status of the chatbots at the time of the study. Second, our study participants were highly
educated, with all of them working in IT or financial firms. This population is at one end of the spectrum, albeit those more likely to be early-adopters, and enthusiastic to play with chatbots for extended duration. Third, there might be idiosyncrasies to this first-time chatbot users group that might not extend to other groups. Fourth, the small sample size limited our analyses. A larger number of participants is required to identify broader trends. Finally, the study was limited to the Facebook Messenger platform with our curated list of chatbots.
Chapter 4

CONVEY: EXPLORING THE USE OF A CONTEXT VIEW FOR CHATBOTS

4.1 Introduction

Recent work on evaluating chatbots and our study with first-time chatbots users found that there exists a mismatch between the chatbot’s state of understanding (also called context) and the user’s perception of the chatbot’s understanding. Users found it difficult to use chatbots for complex tasks as the users were uncertain of the chatbots’ intelligence level and contextual state. In this chapter, we discuss Convey (CONtext View), a window added to the chatbot interface, displaying the conversational context and providing interactions with the context values. It also provides intuitive interactions on the context values, enabling users to modify them in a simple and efficient manner. The Convey content gets updated as the conversation proceeds, thus always showing the latest understanding of the chatbot. To evaluate the effectiveness and usability of the proposed design, we conducted a usability evaluation of Convey with 16 participants. The results show that participants preferred using chatbot with Convey and found it to be easier to use, less mentally demanding, faster, and more intuitive compared to a default chatbot without Convey.

4.2 Design of Convey

In this section, we discuss the design of Convey. Please refer section 2.1 to understand the basics of a conversation system.

Our proposed design (the Convey box) explicitly displays the context (including assumptions) of the conversation system to the user and provides a way to efficiently interact with the context values. Below are the primary features of the proposed Convey (a sample can
be seen in Figure 4.2).

4.2.1 Convey: Showing Context

Context can be of two types: inferred and assumed. Inferred contexts are extracted from the conversation between the user and the chatbot. In the example shown in Figure 4.2, the user typed ‘show me brown shoes’, so ‘brown’ is an inferred context value. Additionally, a chatbot may typically assume a few context values based on the input. For example, on asking for ‘brown shoes’, the chatbot might automatically assume that the user is looking for ‘male’ shoes (perhaps based on user history). Depending on the chatbot design, even the price range of the shoes can be assumed based on the buying history of the specific user.

Convey shows both these contexts differently such that it is clear to the user whether the context was inferred or assumed. In Convey, inferred contexts are shown in black, while assumed contexts are shown in gray (Figure 4.2). The context values in Convey get updated in real-time as the conversation proceeds. Moreover, all displayed contexts are interactive, as indicated using a dotted underline. When a participant updates an assumed context, either by interacting with Convey (e.g., by clicking ‘men’ and selecting ‘women’ from the drop-down list), or by stating the updated value as part of the conversation (e.g., by texting ‘looking for
female shoes’), Convey converts the assumed context into an inferred context. Alternately, based on chatbot design, a user confirmation can be attached to assumed context values, (e.g., the chatbot asking the user explicitly, ‘are you looking for male or female shoes?’).

4.2.2 Convey: Interaction

As stated earlier, the displayed context values in Convey are interactive in nature. The user can perform three actions: confirm context, modify context, and remove context. Confirming assumed context is as discussed in the previous section. Another way to confirm assumed context is by long pressing (i.e., holding one’s finger/mouse over an item for more than 0.5s) it. Note that this long-press feature is not visible to the user, so it can add to the learning curve. For this reason, the long-press feature was not included in Convey’s evaluation.

The user can modify a context by clicking on it. Each context value has a specific UI element associated with it. The element is populated with domain-specific options extracted
from the chatbots’ catalog in the database. Clicking the context value in *Convey* shows the UI with options as a *selector* pop-up. For example, clicking on the ‘*brown*’ color context value in *Convey* pops up a color palette showing colors available in the catalog for male shoes (Figure 4.2). Similarly, clicking on the price range ‘*Rs 300-17000*’ shows a slider-based price selector, while clicking on the gender ‘*male*’ shows a drop-down menu with two gender options (male and female) to choose from.

Any of the context values can be removed by the user. Apart from users wishing to modify their preference, context may have been wrongly inferred or assumed by the chatbot, which also necessitates deletion by the user. Deleting context has been found to be an issue with current chatbots [127]; either the chatbot does not support deleting context, or it is hard for users to specify the deletion request in text so that the chatbot is able to correctly understand it. In our example, typing ‘*show all colored shoes*’ results in removal of the ‘*brown*’ color context value. *Convey* makes the deletion task much easier by allowing users to click on the cross (‘x’) button next to the context value (as shown in Figure 4.2 next to ‘*brown*’). The cross button for deletion, along with the selector pop-up for modifying context, only appear after clicking a particular context value. Deleting context is subject to the consistency of *Convey* after their removal.

Finally, the *Convey* design ensures symmetry between the two user modalities: typing and clicking to interact with context. Any interaction with a context value in *Convey* is logged as an equivalent message on the messaging window, which helps the user recognize exactly what happened and also learn additional phrases to message the bot. Both user modalities have equivalent capabilities, and interacting with either of them updates both the *Convey* window and the messaging window. Thus, the two modalities complement each other and can be used interchangeably.

**4.3 Study Design**

In this section, we present the study design by describing the participants, the systems used and the study procedure.
4.3.1 Participants

Sixteen participants (11 male and 5 female, mean age = 32.5 years, sd = 7.4 years) were recruited for the study by emailing employees of a local IT company and snowball sampling. Fourteen of them had an engineering background, and the remaining two were from non-technical backgrounds (finance and social sciences). All participants held a Bachelor’s or higher degree. Although none of the participants were native English speakers, all rated themselves fluent in English. Five of them reported using Facebook Messenger every hour of the day, while the rest reported using Messenger at least every four hours daily. All participants understood chatbots at a conceptual level, while five had prior experience interacting with chatbots on the Facebook Messenger platform. Two participants stated that “proper context understanding” was one of the major difficulties they faced while interacting with chatbots in the past.

4.3.2 System Description

For the user study, we developed a chatbot using IBM Conversation platform [15] with functionalities similar to an e-commerce chatbot for buying footwear. We used the shoes catalog data from jabong.com [5], an e-commerce website. The chatbot was designed to understand and filter shoes based on several features, including price, color, material, style, and brand, to help participants in their decision process. The user can click the shoe image to view a zoomed version of the image. Clicking on ‘ADD TO BAG’ (Figures 4.1 & 4.2) results in placing an order for the shoe.

4.3.3 Procedure

We conducted a within-subject user study with two interfaces: default chatbot and the same default chatbot with the added Convey feature (also referred as Convey chatbot). The ordering of the interfaces was randomized across participants to counter ordering effects. With each interface, participants were required to perform one of these two tasks: (a) Select
party footwear for yourself, and (b) Select a pair of sports shoes for the opposite gender. Half of the participants had to select a party footwear for themselves using the default chatbot and select sports shoes for the opposite gender using Convey chatbot, while the other half had to select a party footwear for themselves using Convey chatbot, followed by selecting sports shoes for the opposite gender using the default chatbot. For the tasks (a) and (b), the combined budget was 3000 INR (45 USD). To motivate the participants, the reward for participation was that a randomly-selected participant would receive his/her selected shoes as a free gift. No other rewards were given for participation.

At the start of interacting with each interface, a one-minute tutorial video (screen-cast with no audio) was played to showcase the capabilities of that interface. At the end, participants were asked to rate their experience on a 5-point Likert scale on several metrics, including ease of use, fun, and frustration [86] and also provide subjective feedback regarding the interface by typing their responses in an online form. After interacting with both the interfaces, participants were asked to compare the two interfaces, and specify which one they preferred and why. Every participant was asked to use their personal laptops/phones for the study with the URL provided by the study facilitator. Participants were not primed to use the Convey chatbot in any particular way. All input events were logged and saved on the server for analysis. The study took place in an IT office, and on an average, it took 45 minutes.

4.4 Results

In general, participants enjoyed their experience interacting with a chatbot for buying shoes, as a majority of them (11) were interacting with a chatbot for the first time: “It was a fun exercise... got to know how to use chatbots.” - P1, “… was able to try lots of custom queries” - P10. Also, 9 participants liked that the chatbot was “very responsive” and “prompt”. Seven participants stated that it was “easy to use”, and five appreciated the “enormous catalog”. Out of the 16 participants, 7 used their phone for the study, while remaining used their laptop/computer.
On average, participants viewed $77.6\pm22.7$ shoes with the *Convey* chatbot and zoomed into $10.6\pm9.2$ of them before adding a shoe to the cart, while with the default chatbot, participants viewed $71.5\pm21.5$ shoes and zoomed into $9.8\pm5.3$ of them (Table 4.1). Participants took an average time of $8.3\pm2.0$ mins to complete the task with the *Convey* chatbot, while with the default chatbot, they took $7.6\pm2.1$ mins. This hints that the participants spent enough effort and time in shoe selection.

We conducted paired t-tests between the two interfaces on several parameters, including time taken to complete the task, total number of words input by the user, and total number of shoes browsed and zoomed into. Except for the total number of words input, we did not find any significant difference between the two interfaces. This might be attributed to the fact that the study task was not a performance-measurement task, rather it was a subjective decision-making task. It could also be due to the small sample size. As expected, participants typed significantly more text messages in the default chatbot interface ($9.8\pm4.4$ messages) compared to *Convey* chatbot interface ($6.3\pm3.7$ messages), with $t_{15}=1.9, p<0.05$. Instead of typing, participants interacted with the context values in *Convey*. Moreover, participants also typed longer messages with default chatbot ($174.4\pm65.8$ characters/message) compared to *Convey* chatbot ($136.6\pm50.9$ characters/message) with $p<0.05$, which was mostly attributed to the text messages for updating the price range. Overall, participants interacted with elements in *Convey* 124 times, using a combination of drop-down menus (67 times to
4.4.2 Ratings

Participants rated both the interfaces on a 5-point Likert scale rating [86] (Figure 4.3). Note that for all metrics other than Task Success and Use in Future, a lower score is better. We conducted a paired t-test analysis and found the Convey chatbot to be significantly better than the default chatbot, with respect to perceived success in performing the task ($t_{15}=3.0$, $p=0.01$), and potentially using it in future ($t_{15}=3.1$, $p=0.01$). The Convey chatbot also outperformed the default chatbot in the effort required to achieve the participants’ level of performance ($t_{15}=-2.4$, $p=0.05$) and mental demand of the task ($t_{15}=-2.3$, $p=0.05$). The ratings clearly show that participants preferred the Convey chatbot over the default chatbot.
4.4.3 Comparison

When asked to choose between the two chatbots for shopping in future, all 16 participants preferred chatbot with Convey. These positive comments about Convey summarize the participants’ response: “It (Convey chatbot) was more like a shopping experience, the other one was more like an exam!” - P_{13}, “it felt good interacting with this (Convey) chatbot.” - P_4, and “Well, just keep the GUI at the top, plz, it helps!” - P_{12}.

Seven participants mentioned that the Convey chatbot was easier to use (“easier to find products with different combinations” - P_7, “easier to narrow down products” - P_5, “very intuitive” - P_{15}), and five participants stated that the Convey chatbot was faster than the default chatbot. The Convey chatbot was perceived to be faster as it “saves typing effort” - P_1,P_5, and helped in providing precise input, “I gave less false inputs to the chatbots in case with top interactive part (Convey)” - P_{11}. False inputs have been reported as a major barrier to adoption of conversational systems in general [127].

Interestingly, six participants liked the Convey chatbot because it showed context; “it (Convey chatbot) can keep track of what we are searching currently” - P_3, “easy to see what are the choices made and edit them” - P_{15}, “maintains effective cumulative history” - P_6, “I was not clear on what filters were getting applied (with default chatbot). I had to go through the old chats to figure that out.” - P_{12}. By showing context, Convey reduced confusion; “It (Convey) showed what the bot understood so there weren’t any misunderstandings... It (Convey chatbot) is WYSIWYG of chatbots!” - P_4.

Five participants mentioned that Convey guided them by “showing what options are available to choose from.” - P_8. For brands and colors in particular, participants were not sure of the available options in the default chatbot interface. Only one participant asked for the options by typing “show all available brands”, and received a list of brands in response, but this was not obvious to other participants. Two participants pointed at the efficiency of the price range slider, as entering the price range using text was “almost impossible” for them; it requires typing “more than Rs 1000 and less than Rs 2000”. Compared to
the default chatbot, one of the participants commented that he was “easily able to remove preferences once selected (with Convey)” - P7. Also, three participants mentioned liking the fact that even with Convey, they can always use the default text mode, if needed. None of the participants complained that Convey took up space at the top of the chatbot, even with the limited screen space of a mobile device.

4.5 Discussion and Design Implications

In our study, participants preferred the Convey chatbot, and found it to be easy to use, intuitive, less mentally demanding, and faster compared to the default chatbot. Interestingly, even though they interacted with the Convey interface for a short period of time, participants were cognizant of the benefits offered by Convey and appreciated them. Next, we briefly discuss design implications for chatbots, as derived from the positive comments by users while interacting with Convey.

Summary and Persistent View

Participants perceived Convey as showing a summary of the conversation between the human and chatbot so far, which gets updated after every message turn. The default chatbot interface is non-persistent, i.e., as the conversation proceeds, the text messages are eventually removed from the messaging window. Although user can always scroll up to view past messages, it quickly becomes cumbersome as conversation proceeds. A persistent summary of the conversation not only adds to the usability and but also helps ensure that the humans and the chatbot have the same mental model. This helps counter an important drawback of chatbots, as seen in earlier studies [123, 127, 169], that users lose track of the chatbot’s contextual state.

Form-based UI

Most existing chatbots do not provide value over alternatives such as search engines, web-pages and native mobile apps [123]. Current chatbots do not allow previous messages to be
edited. In certain scenarios, such as flight booking, changing one of the parameters (e.g., departure date) is easier on a website due to the form-based UI. *Convey*, in a way, combines the benefits of form-based UI with the flexibility of a text-based chat interface. However, unlike a typical form-based UI, a chatbot should not be dense, it should not show all the options available to the user all the time. Instead, showing only those options that pertain to the context explicitly mentioned by the user or assumed by the system, makes it easier to interact.

*Precise Input*

Participants enjoyed the fact that they could specify precise inputs with *Convey*, especially the price range selector. This is necessary at times, as text might be too cumbersome to type, resulting in lengthy chats to reach the desired outcome, and/or the chatbot might not be intelligent enough to understand complex input text. To elaborate, natural language input to chatbots is highly flexible as anything can be expressed. However, it has a low bit-rate since it requires time for users to type and intelligence for bots to understand. Future chatbots should combine natural language with standard UI elements to enhance the interaction medium between humans and computers in order to combine high flexibility with high bit-rate.

Finally, in this work, we centered our study on a shopping bot. However, *Convey* can be adapted for chatbots in other domains such as IT support, travel booking, news, movie booking, etc., (see Figure 4.4), as the concept of ‘context’ remains consistent across utility-driven conversational systems. The results of the study should also be generalizable to other domains as *Convey* can provide a way for precise input, along with providing a persistent view summarizing the conversation. Adding these capabilities to the current-day chatbots will help in making them more user-friendly and bridging the gap between user experiences and expectations [124,127,199].
4.5.1 Limitations

The shopping chatbot used for the study had limited capabilities, which participants pointed out. Participants suggested adding more items to the catalog (in particular, more brands), improving the understanding capability (NLP) of the chatbot, enabling viewing of multiple shoes in a carousel, adding images of the same shoe from different angles, enabling an option to maintain a list of shortlisted shoes, auto-correcting spelling mistakes, and providing user reviews and ratings. However, as the purpose of the study was to understand the usability of Convey, a chatbot without such advanced features sufficed. In fact, the capabilities of the chatbot used in this study is similar to most of the existing utility-driven chatbots.
Chapter 5

RESILIENT CHATBOTS: REPAIR STRATEGY
PREFERENCES FOR CONVERSATIONAL BREAKDOWNS

Current natural language understanding technologies are not yet ready to tackle the complexities in conversational interactions. Breakdowns are common in human-chatbot interaction, leading to negative user experiences. Guided by communication theories, in this chapter, we explore user preferences for eight repair strategies that can be broadly applied when designing chatbots for information search tasks. We study strategies that are common in commercially-deployed chatbots (e.g., confirmation, providing options) as well as novel strategies that explain characteristics of the underlying machine learning algorithms. We conducted a scenario-based study to compare repair strategies with Mechanical Turk workers (N=216). We found that providing options and explanations were generally favored, as they manifest initiative from the chatbot and are more actionable to recover from breakdowns. Through detailed analysis of participants’ responses, we provide a nuanced understanding on the strengths and weaknesses of each repair strategy.

5.1 Repair Strategies and Research Questions

We use several concepts from communication theory to drive the choices of repair strategies we study. First, we pay attention to the initiation of repair or evidence of misunderstanding from the agent. Given users’ unfamiliarity with the agent’s private model, it is necessary for the agent to indicate a potential misunderstanding. However, an HRI study found that users prefer the agent to ignore the uncertainty and carry on an action until the user initiates a correction [71]. Explicitly acknowledging a mistake lowers the likability and perceived intelligence of the agent, and may add friction to the interaction as the user is obliged to
respond to the initiation.

Second, we distinguish between self-repair and system-repair. Specific to an information search chatbot, users’ self-repair is usually limited to rephrasing the original input. System-repair may diverge from other-repair in human-human conversations given the underlying machine learning model and limited capabilities.

Lastly, we attempt to reduce users’ repair cost by exposing details of system’s understanding status, so users can engage in assisted self-repair. We draw inspiration from work on explainable machine learning and introduce three novel designs of agent explanation strategies.

Specifically, we focus on the following eight repair strategies (Figure 5.1). We opted out of a factorial design because the factors we are interested in are either dependent or orthogonal. To initiate system-repair or provide explanation, the agent must acknowledge the potential misunderstanding; however, engaging in system-repair precludes assisting in users’ self-repair. We focus on strategies that can be broadly applied to information-search chatbots, based on the assumption that an intent-based model is used [216]: A chatbot’s understanding capability relies on using a multi-classifier to classify a user utterance to one of its pre-defined intents, which would trigger a chatbot response for that intent. Specifically, classification of each intent has a confidence, and the one with the highest confidence is considered as the recognized intent. If all confidence levels are below a threshold, the chatbot recognizes that there is a potential breakdown. Our repair strategies are concerned with the immediate action that a chatbot would take after recognizing such a breakdown.

5.1.1 No evidence of a breakdown

**Top response:** Similar to the “ignore” strategy studied by Engelhardt et al. [71], the chatbot gives no evidence of a potential breakdown, but outputs the response to the intent with the highest confidence, even when it is below the threshold. In this scenario, the user would have to initiate the repair after seeing the wrong response.
5.1.2 With evidence of a breakdown

**Repeat:** The chatbot recognizes a potential breakdown and explicitly indicates it, and repeats the prompt requesting the user to ask a question.

**Confirmation:** The chatbot recognizes a potential breakdown when the top intent is under the confidence threshold. It then explicitly confirms the top intent (e.g., “sounds like you want to... is that correct?”). This strategy is considered more natural, and similar to how a human listener initiates a repair [176].

5.1.3 With evidence of a breakdown, system-repair

**Options:** The chatbot not only indicates a potential breakdown but also provides options of potential intents in which it has the highest confidence. The system attempts to repair by taking over the dialogue initiative to restrict interaction within its capabilities.

**Defer:** It is a common strategy for a chatbot to transfer a request it is unable to solve to a human agent. We consider deferring as a type of system-repair as it is a solution for the system to resolve breakdowns via human intervention.

5.1.4 With evidence of a breakdown, assisted self-repair

**Keyword highlight explanation:** Inspired by keyword-based explanations for text classifiers [195], we introduce a strategy that reveals why an intent is mistakenly recognized by highlighting keywords in the user’s utterance that contribute to the classifier’s decision. By exposing the chatbot’s understanding mechanism, it is expected to help the user rephrase by avoiding the keywords that the chatbot misunderstands or using words that are closer to the desired intent.

**Keyword confirmation explanation:** This strategy is similar to keyword highlighting, but instead of highlighting on the original user utterance, the chatbot explicitly explains its understanding to the user in a confirmation message. While it is more natural in a conversational form, it makes a trade-off in that it needs an additional conversational turn.
Out-of-vocabulary explanation: This strategy highlights words that the bot cannot understand to help the user rephrase. This explanation can be realized by extracting words that are distant or missing from the chatbot’s training data or knowledge base.

5.1.5 Research Questions

By conducting a scenario-based study to compare these strategies in pairs, we attempt to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: Which repair strategies are preferred when a conversational breakdown with a chatbot occurs, and why?
  - **RQ1a**: Is it preferable to acknowledge breakdowns?
  - **RQ1b**: Is it preferable to provide system-repair?
  - **RQ1c**: Is it preferable to provide assisted self-repair by explaining system’s understanding?

- **RQ2**: How do different individual and task-related factors impact preferences for different repair strategies?

  For **RQ2**, there are a number of individual factors worth considering, including social orientation with chatbots (i.e., tendency to engage in human-like social interactions [123, 124]), service orientation (i.e., viewing service interactions as either transactions or social interactions [120]), experience with chatbots, and experience with technology. For task-related factors, we focus on the repair outcome (successful or not) and the context (e.g., shopping vs. banking).

5.2 Methodology

To answer our research questions, we developed several scenarios in which a chatbot interacted with a human and a breakdown occurred. These scenarios were created for three
different task contexts in which chatbots are commonly used: shopping, banking, and travel. All scenarios contain the same breakdown, in which the user presents an utterance that the chatbot is unable to confidently understand (e.g., it’s confidence is below the intent threshold), shown in the “Initial Prompt” in Figure 5.1. The chatbot then attempts to repair the conversation using one of the eight repair strategies, shown in Figure 5.1. We considered cases in which the repair was either successful or not. Thus, we developed a total of 48 individual scenarios: 3 (context) × 8 (repair) × 2 (outcome success).

5.2.1 Paired Comparison Experiment

We adopted a pairwise comparison experiment to collect user preferences for repair strategies. Specifically, our experiment consists of tasks where we randomly showed participants two of the eight repairs, but with the same context (shopping/banking/travel) and outcome (successful/unsuccessful). We asked participants to select the scenario that appealed to them more and describe why they had made their selection.

Pairwise experiments are commonly used in various fields of research to determine participant judgments [53, 117]. Pairwise comparisons could yield more realistic results than Likert scales [21] because they take advantage of simple judgments and prioritize a small set of stimuli to learn user’s preferences [50, 63]. They also allow us to elicit qualitative responses on the desirable traits of one repair strategy over another. We perform rank analysis of our pairwise comparisons using the Bradley-Terry model [39].

5.2.2 Individual Factors Survey

We are interested in how the following individual factors impact user preference for repair strategies: social orientation toward chatbots, service orientation, prior experience with chatbots, and experience with technology in general. These factors are introduced in prior work on chatbots and were shown to impact user preference and user behaviors. All measures are self-reported using 5-point Likert scales.
### Initial Prompt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bot:</th>
<th>Hello, I'm your digital assistant. How can I help you with your banking needs today?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
<td>Hi! I'd like to add my daughter to my card.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Show First Chat | Show Second Chat |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bot:</th>
<th>I can help you with adding a credit card. First tell me the last 4 digits of the card you want to add.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
<td>no, I want to add my daughter Sarah as an authorized user to my credit card.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Bot: | OK, I am now adding your daughter listed on file as Sarah Johnson to your credit card ending in 8741. |
| User: | perfect thanks! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confirmation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Bot: | OK, I am now adding your daughter listed on file as Sarah Johnson to your credit card ending in 8741. |
| User: | perfect thanks! |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Bot: | OK, I am now adding your daughter listed on file as Sarah Johnson to your credit card ending in 8741. |

| User: | I'd like to add my daughter to my card. |

| Bot: | I can help you with adding a new credit card. First tell me the last four digits of the card you want to add? (I've highlighted keywords I understand in your request. If this is not what you meant, please rephrase to help me understand better.) |
| User: | I want to add my daughter Sarah as an authorized user to my credit card. |

| Bot: | OK, I am now adding your daughter listed on file as Sarah Johnson to your credit card ending in 8741. (I've highlighted keywords I understand in your request. If this is not what you meant, please rephrase to help me understand better.) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword Highlight Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Bot: | OK. My understanding is that you want to add Sarah as an authorized user. Is that correct? |
| User: | yes |

| Bot: | OK, I am now adding your daughter listed on file as Sarah Johnson to your credit card ending in 8741. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword Confirmation Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bot:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| User: | I want to add my child Sarah Johnson as an authorized user to my credit card. |

| Bot: | Sounds like you want to add Sarah Johnson listed on your family profile to your credit card ending in 8741, I can do that now. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.1:** Eight repairs for the successful banking condition. Top left image initial prompt a user is given. From top to bottom: Top, Repeat, Confirmation, Options, Defer, Keyword Highlight Explanation, Keyword Confirmation Explanation, Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation.
Social Orientation toward Chatbots: Introduced by Liao et al. [123, 124], this measure reflects individual tendency to engage in human-like social interactions, which is associated with a difference in mental models of agent systems as sociable entities versus machines. They found that users with high social orientation desire natural conversation and social designs from the agent while those low in the orientation use a chatbot like an information search engine. We used the scale introduced in [123]: “I like chatting casually with a chatbot” and “I think ‘small talk’ with a chatbot is enjoyable.” Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was 0.84 indicating high reliability.

Service Orientation: In Lee et al.’s work studying recovery strategies for robot breakdown [120], they noted a preference difference in those with a utilitarian vs. a relational service orientation. We adapted two items from their work: “Efficient customer service is important to me” and “I found it frustrating when a customer service representative could not immediately give me the information I need.” However, Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was 0.38 indicating poor reliability, so we include these items as two separate measures in our analysis: service frustration and service efficiency.

Experience with Chatbots: We assessed self-reported prior experience with chatbots: “I am familiar with chatbot technologies” and “I use chatbots frequently.” Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was 0.71 indicating good reliability.

Experience with Technology: We assessed self-reported tech-savviness: “I consider myself an advanced technology user” and “I am eager to try new technologies.” Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was 0.70 indicating good reliability.

5.2.3 Participants, Task, and Procedure

Participants were recruited on Mechanical Turk with the requirement of being 18 years or older. In each task, participants performed 10 pairwise comparisons between repair strategies for a given scenario and outcome. Each scenario was presented turn-by-turn, with three-second typing indication pauses in between chat bubbles to simulate the interactive experience of a chat. After reading the first scenario (shown on the left half of the screen),
participants clicked a button to show the second scenario (shown on the right half of the screen). After both scenarios were presented, participants were asked to select which chatbot they preferred and give some explanation as to why. Scenarios were selected randomly without replacement so the same participant did not see the same combination of factors twice, and two control scenarios were included as attention checks. The first repeated a previous scenario to see whether the participant gave it the same rating. The second provided a comparison between a chatbot that had successfully repaired the breakdown with one that did not, and participants were expected to express a preference for the one that was able to successfully repair. After finishing all 10 comparisons, participants filled out a survey that collected demographic information and measurements of individual factors as introduced in the section above. The overall task took about 10 minutes to complete, and participants were compensated $1.50 USD for their participation ($9 USD/hr).

We deployed a total of 340 tasks on Mechanical Turk. We filtered out 124 participants (36%) who did not pass the attention checks, yielding a final sample of 216 participants (141 male) and 1,728 pairwise comparisons. Of these, 124 (57%) held a bachelor’s degree, and 28 (13%) held a post-graduate degree. The average age of our participants was 34 years (SD=9 years). Most of our participants spoke English as their native language (N=189, 88%), and other native languages included Hindi (4%), Malay (3%), and Tamil (3%).

5.3 Results

In this section, we describe user preferences for repair strategies and the underlying reasons (RQ1), where we pay attention to preferences with respect to the acknowledgement of breakdowns (RQ1a), system-repair (RQ1b) and assisted self-repair (RQ1c). We then explore how individual and task-related factors impact these preferences (RQ2).

5.3.1 Preferences of Repair Strategies (RQ1)

The Bradley-Terry model [39] is a mathematical model that estimates a vector of “ability scores” for a set of paired object comparisons, which yields an ultimate ranking of all ob-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferred repair vs. Rejected repair</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Options vs. Keyword Highlight</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options vs. Confirmation</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options vs. Repeat</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options vs. Top</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options vs. Defer</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options vs. Keyword Confirmation</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options vs. Out-of-Vocabulary</td>
<td>0.002**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Vocabulary vs. Confirmation</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Vocabulary vs. Top</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Vocabulary vs. Repeat</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Vocabulary vs. Keyword Highlight</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Vocabulary vs. Defer</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Vocabulary vs. Keyword Confirmation</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Highlight vs. Top</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Highlight vs. Confirmation</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Highlight vs. Keyword Confirmation</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Highlight vs. Repeat</td>
<td>0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Confirmation vs. Confirmation</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Confirmation vs. Top</td>
<td>0.008*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Confirmation vs. Defer</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat vs. Defer</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat vs. Keyword Confirmation</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defer vs. Keyword Highlight</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation vs. Defer</td>
<td>0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation vs. Repeat</td>
<td>0.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top vs. Defer</td>
<td>0.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top vs. Repeat</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top vs. Confirmation</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Significant values, after Bonferroni adjustment (p <0.05/8), are noted with **. Marginally significant values (p <0.1/8) are noted with *.

jects. This model has been used in previous HCI studies conducting pairwise comparison experiments [23,182]. We use the BradleyTerry2 R package [204] to generate an overall ranking of repair strategies followed by pairwise comparison tests for significance. For each repair, the model conducts a pairwise test that generates a p-value for each other repair it is compared to. We used a Bonferroni correction [210] to account for the number of individual Comparisons made (p<0.05/8 for significance, p<0.1/8 for marginal significance [60]). In Figure 5.2 we show the overall rankings as well as separate rankings for when the scenario was successfully or unsuccessfully repaired. In Table 5.1 we present the p-values for pairwise comparisons.
Table 5.2: Strength and weaknesses of repairs as reported by participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repair</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>concise with no extraneous questions; simple interaction</td>
<td>began an unwanted process without confirming; lacks resource to resolve breakdown; unfriendly and rude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat</td>
<td>concise; natural; explicit about lack of understanding</td>
<td>appears less intelligent; did not show interest of understanding; lack of resources for user to repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>verify before take an action; show understanding capability; polite; natural</td>
<td>longer conversation to respond to confirmation; appear less competent by repetitively confirming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>provide choices to resolve the issue faster; narrow down to what it can do; show understanding capability and intelligence; less typing required by user</td>
<td>complicates with clutter; unnatural; more reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defer</td>
<td>interaction with human is faster; human more likely to solve the problem; prefer interacting with a human</td>
<td>wait time and interaction with human slower; human intervention is unnecessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Highlight Explanation</td>
<td>show understanding capabilities; help users to rephrase; teach user how to interact with the chatbot; proactively making an effort; intuitive explanation; resolve issue faster with less turns</td>
<td>verbose; repetitive description; highlighting is visually unappealing; less natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Confirmation Explanation</td>
<td>show understanding capabilities; help users to rephrase; teach user how to interact with chatbots; proactively making an effort; polite; concise</td>
<td>highlighting is visually unappealing; longer conversation to respond to confirmation; less information provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation</td>
<td>show understanding capabilities; help users to rephrase; teach user how to interact with chatbots; proactively making an effort; polite; concise; specific about why it fails to understand</td>
<td>appear less competent unable to understand simple words</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in Figure 5.2, the Options repair was unarguably the most favored strategy, preferred in pairwise comparisons over all other strategies (Table 5.1). Assisted self-repairs – Keyword Highlight, Keyword Confirmation, and Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation – were generally favored, with Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation as the most preferred among the three. For the rest – Defer, Confirmation, Repeat, and Top – preferences were noisier. Part of the reason, as we observe in Figure 5.2, is that they were ranked differently in scenarios with successful and unsuccessful repair outcomes. Most evidently, Defer was outranked by all other repairs when the repair was successful, but ranked second when the repair was unsuccessful. This difference implies that if a breakdown can be easily repaired, users prefer to resolve it with the chatbot, whereas if the repair fails after an initial attempt, they desire a human agent to be involved, even if the human agent is unable to resolve it immediately.
(as in the scenario). We also observe that simple strategies – Top and Repeat – were ranked higher in successful than unsuccessful scenarios. This finding suggests that if the breakdown is straightforward enough to repair with one attempt, chatbots that don’t offer evidence of breakdown or repair assistance are acceptable.

5.3.2 Reasons for Preferences (RQ1)

Along with collecting user preferences, we asked participants to give reasons why they selected a repair strategy over another. The authors individually reviewed this data and used open coding [70] to extract themes in the open-ended answers. Codes were harmonized after two iterations of review and discussion, resulting in the final set of themes shown in Table 5.2. A few common themes were observed across repair strategies, reflecting general user desires for repair design: 1) efficiency and efficacy were desired when recovering from the breakdown to accomplish the information search goal, as demonstrated by codes such as “faster,” “concise” (easy to read), “help to rephrase,” and “less typing required”; 2) some strategies increased perceived intelligence and capability, especially when the agent demonstrated its understanding through confirmation or explanations, or when it proactively assisted repair.
via explanation or directly providing options; 3) *politeness* was demonstrated in strategies that presented an understanding before executing a response (e.g. confirmation, explanations); and 4) *naturalness*, in which users feel that interactions faithfully resemble human conversations, was not felt in strategies that highlighted keywords or provided options. Based on the results shown in Table 5.2, we focus on addressing our research questions regarding breakdown evidence, system-repair, and assisted self-repair.

*Explicit Acknowledgement of Breakdown (RQ1a)*

Our ranking results suggest that participants preferred chatbots to explicitly acknowledge a potential breakdown, as Top was generally less favored. Our qualitative data reveals that to proceed with a wrong response is not only unhelpful for resolving the breakdown, but is also perceived as rude, unfriendly, and putting in no effort. Although for scenarios in which the breakdown was resolved in one attempt, participants were more tolerant of the Top strategy, and some also favored its simplicity.

Two similar strategies that acknowledge potential breakdowns – Repeat and Confirmation – had interesting trade-offs. Participants perceived Confirmation to be more polite (verifying before taking an action) and intelligent (showing its understanding capability) than Repeat, but some found it more burdensome to have to read and respond to the confirmation. Both strategies were considered natural as they resemble ways that a human listener would initiate a repair.

Our results also suggest that while participants like chatbots to acknowledge potential breakdowns, they may be turned away by messages that are redundant and repetitive, as what appeared in Keyword Highlighting.

*System-Repair (RQ1b)*

We introduced two distinct strategies for system-repair: Options and Defer. Participants favored Options because of it was efficient and required less effort from the user in formulating and typing. They also perceived the chatbot to be more intelligent by taking the
dialogue initiative. We note that the scenario-based method does not completely capture the actual success rate in finding the desired intent. However, we found that this strategy was favored even in the unsuccessful scenarios, and one participant commented that it “ends the conversation quicker when it doesn’t understand instead of stringing me along.” (P76, Options vs. Top). Users also liked to have the “none of the above” option to explicitly exit a conversation: ʻIt at least did provide a way to say that it was on the wrong track: i.e. none of the above” (P117, Options vs. Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation).

As discussed earlier, the status of a breakdown (successful/unsuccessful) affects users’ preferences. When the repair fails, Defer is a preferred strategy as a human agent is more likely to resolve a difficult issue. In contrast, if success can be achieved through a single repair, participants generally found the intervention of a human agent and the waiting time to be unnecessary. “I liked the fact that the bot continued to try to work out what was being asked rather than immediately referring the user to a human agent, which defeats the purpose of the bot.” (P77, Keyword Confirmation vs. Defer).

Assisted Self-Repair (RQ1c)

Repair strategies that aid with self-repair, by exposing the chatbot’s understanding model, were generally ranked highly compared to strategies that provide no evidence of misunderstanding (Top) or simple acknowledgement (Confirmation). The qualitative results reveal several themes shared by these strategies. First they provide actionable resources for the user to resolve the breakdown, by either avoiding undesirable words or using words more specific to the targeted intent when rephrasing: “I really like seeing the keywords highlighted since it gives me insight into the logic behind the bot’s responses, which will assist me if it does not provide the response I want.” (P108, Keyword Highlighting vs. Repeat).

Second, they make the chatbot to appear more intelligent, not only by exhibiting its understanding capabilities, but also showing pro-activeness to help repair—“bot is interactive and appears to have interest in understanding question by asking questions to clarify.” (P42, Keyword Confirmation vs. Repeat);
Lastly, some participants noted an educational aspect as well, in that the explanations helped them better understand how the chatbot worked by “teach[ing] you how to speak to the bot” (P151, Out-of-Vocabulary vs. Confirmation). Conversely, the explanation-based strategies were considered less natural as they did not resemble human conversations due to their use of GUI elements (e.g. highlighting words) that some participants found to be visually unappealing.

By directly highlighting keywords in the user’s original utterance, Keyword Highlight Explanation was considered more intuitive in explaining how the underlying algorithm worked. However, the particular design decision of including a repetitive and verbose prompt that described the highlighting – “I’ve highlighted keywords in your response...” – was disfavored. Future work should consider removing description after the first few rounds of interaction. In comparison, Keyword Confirmation was more concise and appeared to be polite by verifying first, but it has the drawback of adding additional turns and user effort in order to respond to the confirmation. Some participants noted that in such interactions, the chatbot was only explaining its understanding without providing additional information, while in the Keyword Highlighting strategy the response given may add to opportunistic success. While Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation was perceived to be more explicit about its misunderstanding to help the user rephrase, others felt it appeared less intelligent if it could not understand common words.

5.3.3 Impact of Individual and Task Differences (RQ2)

In this section, we explore how the individual factors of social orientation toward chatbots, service frustration and efficiency, experience with chatbots, and experience with technology, as well as task variables of repair outcome (success/failure) and context (shopping/banking/travel), impacted preferences for the eight repair strategies. We rely on a statistical modeling approach. For each repair strategy, we selected all paired comparisons in which it appeared ($N \in [356, 389]$), then built a logistic regression model predicting whether it would be the winner or not by including the individual and task factors as inde-
dependent variables. Thus, we ran eight logistic regression models. We report the task-related factors and focus on results that are statistically significant.

**Social Orientation toward Chatbots**

Social orientation reflects individual differences in the tendency to engage in human-like social interactions with chatbots. It is associated with a difference in mental model, of seeing agents as sociable entities rather than machines [119, 123, 124]. We found that users with higher social orientation are significantly more likely to favor Top strategy ($\beta = 0.39, SE = 0.11, p < 0.001$) and marginally less so for Keyword Confirmation Explanation ($\beta = -0.18, SE = 0.10, p = 0.07$) and Options ($\beta = -0.22, SE = 0.13, p = 0.08$). These results are consistent with the notion that people with high social orientation prefer natural conversational interaction, and may have felt the use of options and keywords to be mechanical. While we identified naturalness to be a desirable characteristic of repair strategies, it is likely that to be more preferred by those with a high degree of social orientation toward chatbots.

**Service Frustration and Efficiency**

Lee et al. found that those with a utilitarian orientation preferred robot repair that provided instrumental value instead of emotional comfort [120]. We found participants with higher service frustration are marginally less likely to favor Keyword Confirmation Explanation ($\beta = -0.20, SE = 0.11, p = 0.06$), but more so for Keyword Highlight Explanation ($\beta = -0.22, SE = 0.11, p = 0.10$). The difference between these explanation-based strategies is that the latter outputs a response directly and the former takes an additional turn to explain the understanding. Participants who are less patient with service interactions preferred a strategy that resulted in fewer turns, even while it may have appeared more mechanical and less polite.
Experience with Chatbots and Technology

Participants with more prior experience with chatbots are more likely to favor Confirmation ($\beta = 0.32$, $SE = 0.15$, $p = 0.03$), which intuitively makes sense as confirmations are commonly used in existing chatbot services. Participants with a greater level of technological experience are marginally more likely to favor Out-of-Vocabulary Explanation ($\beta = 0.29$, $SE = 0.16$, $p = 0.07$), indicating that designs that expose details of the underlying algorithms may appeal to more tech-savvy users.

Repair Outcome

When repairs were successful compared to unsuccessful, participants are more likely to favor Top ($\beta = 0.45$, $SE = 0.22$, $p = 0.04$) and Repeat ($\beta = 1.38$, $SE = 0.22$, $p < 0.001$), and less likely to favor Defer ($\beta = -1.37$, $SE = 0.22$, $p < 0.001$) and Keyword Confirmation Explanation ($\beta = -0.45$, $SE = 0.21$, $p = 0.03$). We conclude that simple strategies (Top, Repeat) are more acceptable if a repair can be achieved easily, while more complex repair strategies (Keyword Confirmation) or strategies requiring human intervention (Defer) may be more desirable in more difficult repair situations.

Task Context

We did not find any statistical differences across task context, suggesting that our findings on repair strategy preferences may generalize across different domains.

5.4 Discussion

We first summarize design recommendations for repair strategies of chatbots. We then revisit the theoretical framework and discuss how our results contribute to understanding of grounding in the context of human-agent conversation.
5.4.1 Design recommendations

**Acknowledging Misunderstanding with Forthrightness and Less Redundancy**

Our participants preferred repairs that explicitly acknowledge a breakdown, but complained that the repetitive acknowledgement to be “clutter” and “redundant.” We recommend having alternative messages for acknowledging misunderstandings, while carefully setting the uncertainty threshold so that these acknowledgements do not appear overly frequently. For example, for individuals more tolerant of Top strategies, this threshold can be raised.

**Explaining Models Naturally, Aesthetically, and Effortlessly**

We show that explaining the mechanisms of the underlying models is considered helpful for repair, making the chatbot appear intelligent and teaching users better ways of interaction. While UI elements such as highlighting can be a powerful tool, one should carefully consider how to embed them in conversations so that they do not appear to be “mechanical,” “unnatural,” “visually unappealing,” “hard to read” or “confusing” (some participants confused highlighted keywords with hyperlinks). Meanwhile, utilizing algorithmic inference and rich UI elements are ways to reduce user effort. We found that the Keyword Highlight Explanation was perceived as efficient by highlighting on the users’ original utterance, saving a conversational turn. More advanced designs, such as suggesting words to use, may further reduce user effort.

**Intelligently Repair with User Control**

We show that repair works best when an agent can proactively suggest the correct action. In reality, to achieve such a level of intelligence requires significant effort in implementation, and even so it may fail at times. In the survey responses, some participants noted that the “None of the Above” option provides an explicit “way out” or “reset button.” One of the canonical golden rules of user interface design is to provide a user with the control to permit a reversal of actions [188]. It is even more important in intelligent systems to always allow
user oversight on system agency. Besides a way to exit, a user may also desire to control the triggering condition of a system repair, even to fine-tune the options (e.g., remove an unlikely option for future interactions).

**Adapting to Individuals and Contexts**

We observed that preferences for repair strategies are not universal. While it is useful to identify individual and task-related factors that impact preferences, one may also leverage the interactivity of an agent system to adapt to individuals and contexts through data or feedback-driven approaches.

### 5.4.2 Repair as a Collaborative Action with Costs

To guide the design choices of the repairs we studied, we used grounding in communication as a theoretical framework [56], which views conversations a collaborative action. Our results show that participants increasingly preferred strategies where the system provides increasing level of contribution to the repair process. Specifically, we considered three levels of contribution: 1) evidencing a breakdown; 2) providing resources to assist user-repair; 3) actively taking the initiative to repair.

In line with earlier work that built adaptive dialog systems based on grounding activities [41, 150, 151, 203], our empirical results support the point of view that grounding theory is a robust framework that can be applied from human-human to human-agent conversations. Core concepts such as collective contribution, evidence of understanding, cost of repair, are important to consider in designing repair capabilities of agents. However, the types of cost and their weights may change in the new context of agent conversations, resulting potentially different phenomena in choices of repair strategies. For example, we found that system (other)-repair was preferred over self-repair in our results, contradicting with observations from human-human conversations [56, 176]. One reason could be that fault cost (being perceived at fault), which one would try to minimize when talking to another person, is no longer an issue when interacting with an agent. Moreover, the design we presented,
requiring a participant to only click an option, largely reduced formulation (rephrasing) and production (typing) cost compared to all the other repair strategies.

There is a caveat to our study, in that it did not capture all dimensions of cost in actual interactions. While we tried to control for the repair outcome in all conditions, a less capable chatbot may have a low chance of suggesting relevant intents, so a user may spend more effort having to re-try from the beginning for multiple times, than directly engaging in self-repair. This problem is relevant to “start-up cost” and additional “turn-taking cost” that are considered in the original grounding framework, but not captured in our study design.

Cost can also be used to interpret the impact of individual and contextual factors, by considering how they vary the weights of different costs. For example, an individual with high social orientation may consider “loss of naturalness” as an undesired cost, but those low on the orientation may assign little weight to such a cost. This explains why the former group was more likely to appreciate simple, natural repair strategies than the latter.

The notion of different costs can also direct us to consider new designs of repairs. For example, a simple improvement to explanation-based strategies is to allow users to easily retrieve and edit previous utterances, reducing their production (typing) cost. Based on the idea of reducing turn-taking cost, another improved design is “type-ahead repair,” by suggesting a potential breakdown and explanation before the user sends out the message.

By considering the dimensions of costs and benefits as the underlying mechanism, and how a specific design embodies them, one may start having a theory-guided framework to understand and predict user preferences for various designs of repair and broader conversational capabilities. While grounding theory enumerates a comprehensive list of costs regarding human communications, our work calls for further empirical investigation to establish a theoretical framework of grounding for human-agent communications.

5.4.3 Limitations

The results of this study are promising in delineating the best repair strategies for human-agent repairs. However, we acknowledge some limitations. First, for a lack of statistical
significance, we could not make strong conclusions for how some of the lesser-ranked repairs fare against each other (Top, Repeat, Confirmation, Defer) given their larger p-values. However, by answering research questions guided by the theoretical framework, we believe that we paint an accurate high-level picture of preferred repairs in human-agent breakdowns. Second, limited by using a scenario-based experimental study, our work could not account for how user preferences for repair strategies are affected by nuances in system performance, such as confidence level and performance of the explanation methods. Future work should explore these questions with a real chatbot system. The study was limited by the fact that we only tested scenarios with a one-turn request-response task. Future studies can benefit from evaluating different kinds of user tasks, such as multi-turn conversations. Our study is also limited by our sample of Mechanical Turk workers. Due to the linguistic nature of our task, we desired to have fluent English speakers participate. However, our final sample was biased toward college educated males. Future work is needed to understand how repair strategy preferences differ across languages and cultures, which may have different expectations or norms for how humans ought to interact with conversational agents.
Chapter 6

FARMCHAT: A CONVERSATIONAL AGENT TO ANSWER FARMER QUERIES

While recently the HCI community has developed an increasing interest in conversational agents and demonstrated their benefits [93, 95, 123, 124, 127, 183], most prior works focus on literate, technologically-advanced users. With a low adoption rate of only 16% for current chatbots, to make chatbots universal, it needs to be accessible to new demographics. In this chapter, we report our experience of designing a conversational agent, called FarmChat, to meet the information needs of low literate farmers in rural India. Farmers constitute 54.6% of the Indian population, but earn only 13.9% of the national GDP. This gross mismatch can be alleviated by improving farmers’ access to information and expert advice (e.g., knowing which seeds to sow and how to treat pests can significantly impact yield). We developed FarmChat and conducted an evaluative study with 34 farmers near Ranchi in India, focusing on assessing the usability of the system, acceptability of the information provided, and understanding the user population’s unique preferences, needs, and challenges in using the technology. We performed a comparative study with two different modalities: audio-only and audio+text. Our results provide a detailed understanding on how literacy level, digital literacy, and other factors impact users’ preferences for the interaction modality of conversational agents. We found that a conversational agent has the potential to effectively meet the information needs of farmers at scale. More broadly, our results could inform future work on designing conversational agents for user populations with limited literacy and technology experience.
6.1 Why Chatbots for Farmers?

According to the 2011 census, 54.6% of the Indian population is engaged in agriculture [58], but earning only 14.6% of the country’s GDP [201]. To address this gross mismatch, the Indian government aims to double farmer incomes in the next five years [145]. It is well believed that access to information and expert advice is crucial in achieving this goal [36, 75, 78, 154]. Such information includes the choice of seeds to sow, how to combat specific crop diseases, weather forecast based advisory, and optimal harvesting times. However, farmers in rural India often have limited access to such information [75, 78, 154, 187]. Even when the information is available, farmers are often unable to consume it due to illiteracy, as India has the lowest adult literacy rate in the world [198].

Several solutions have been proposed to solve the limited information access issue faced by farmers in the developing world. This includes forums for asking questions to experts and peers [78, 154], peer education using participatory video [75], interactive voice response (IVR) systems [64, 163, 187], and social networks for farmers [111, 133]. Since 2004, the Indian government has been operating the Kisan Call Centre (KCC). The KCC [78] is a toll-free call-centre to answer farmers’ queries in 22 local languages daily between 6 am to 10 pm. However, it is difficult for the manually operated call-center to keep up with the massive demand. In June 2014 alone, 1.11 million calls were received by the KCC, out of which over 450,000 (~40%) went unanswered [31]. Thus, it remains an open problem to build a system that satisfies the information needs of rural farmers. Systems meant to serve this population must be usable and acceptable by people with limited literacy, highly scalable, available around-the-clock, responsive, and have a manageable overhead for agricultural experts (referred as agri-experts).

As a potential solution, in this work, we introduce an automated conversational agent, or chatbot, to provide farming related information through natural speech interactions. A chatbot offers several benefits that can potentially satisfy the above-mentioned requirements. First, speech is the most familiar mode of interaction that requires little learning or liter-
acy. In fact, audio-based interactions are considered the preferred—sometimes the only usable—interactions for illiterate users [130, 132]. Interactions with an agent should enable farmers to formulate queries as if they were talking to another person. Second, conversational agent systems offer direct information access without the need to navigate complex information paths as often required by graphic user interfaces (GUI), and simplicity is considered a primary design requirement for low-literate users [130]. Finally, from a system point of view, a chatbot is a scalable solution that can be accessed by any user at any time. Moreover, agri-experts can review user inquiries to the chatbot periodically and then continuously expand the chatbot knowledge base without high maintenance cost.

6.2 Formative Findings

Two sources of knowledge informed the development of FarmChat: farmers’ information inquiries with the Kisan Call Center (KCC) and findings from a formative study with local farmers and agri-experts.

The Government of India has made all logs of calls to the KCC from January 2015 to September 2017 publicly available. In total, this corpus contains data for 8,012,856 calls. Each call log has 11 fields, including the date and time of the call, location, crop (one of the 306 crop types), query, and the answer provided by the KCC agri-expert.

For implementing FarmChat, our system was restricted to potatoes since most farmers around Ranchi were engaged in potato farming during the study period. Moreover, farmers are more keen to gain knowledge about the crop they are currently farming [75]. There were 85,852 calls related to potato crop in the KCC dataset. We performed topic modeling using LDA [37] on these calls and found that the top 5 queries for potato farming were pest and disease (52,070 queries), weather (11,628), best practices (5,648), fertilizer use (4,049), and seeds (3,646); these calls constituted 89.7% of the total potato farming calls. The majority of pest and disease queries (17,668) were about the late blight disease. FarmChat covers these main areas of questions with curated answers.

The KCC dataset does not contain the complete dialogues between the farmer and the
KCC expert, but rather a limited summary of the question and the answer provided. To fill this gap and validate that the common questions identified from the KCC dataset apply to the local situations around Ranchi, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 14 farmers (9 male, 5 female) and 2 male agri-experts, in September 2017. We worked closely with a local agriculture NGO (Non Governmental Organization), where the two agri-experts were employed. They helped us recruit the farmers and obtain their consent for participation, following their own internal ethics policies. The farmers were from three different villages situated within 50 miles of Ranchi. Five farmers were literate (can speak, read and write Hindi), three were semi-literate (can speak and read Hindi), and six were illiterate (can only speak Hindi). The definition of different literacy levels have been adapted from previous works [73,115]. Six of the literate and semi-literate farmers owned a smartphone with Internet access. Both agri-experts had a graduate degree in agriculture and more than 15 years of farming advisory experience. Though five of the farmers and both the agri-experts had heard about the KCC, only two of them have tried calling the service and none of their calls were answered. One of the researchers conducted the interviews. The interviews were conducted in Hindi and took 20 minutes. All sessions were audio-recorded, and were transcribed and translated to English later. Both the farmers and the agri-experts participated in the study voluntarily without compensation. From the interviews, we tried to understand: (1) What are the information needs of these farmers? (2) What are their current approaches to seek that information? (3) What are the concerns and limitations of these approaches?

These questions are intended to inform the potential usage patterns of FarmChat. We performed a thematic analysis [24] on the interviews data to identify themes related to the above three questions.

6.2.1 Information Needs

The farmers (denoted as F) and agri-experts (denoted as AE) provided us with similar questions as the ones we found in the KCC dataset. Based on both sources, we identified four major areas requiring information support:
**Plant Protection:** In the KCC dataset, 60.6% of the potato farming calls were related to remedies for protecting plants against pests and diseases. Similarly, agri-experts stated that a majority of farmers seek suggestions on which medicine to spray for a particular crop disease. None of the farmers we interviewed were aware of any disease name. Usually, farmers describe crop diseases by their visible symptoms to the agri-expert; with a few back-and-forth questions, the agri-expert hypothesizes the issue and recommends medicine with dosage information. This example conversation was provided by AE$_1$ – F: “*The leaves have big brown spots, what should I do?*”, AE: “*How was the weather in the past few days?*”, F: “*It has been foggy.*”, AE: “*(Must be the late blight disease.)* Spray Ridomil ...”. This is analogous to visiting a doctor with medical symptoms. In the design of FarmChat, we follow a similar Q&A conversational style.

**Weather:** In the KCC dataset, 39.4% of the overall calls were about weather-related questions; 13.5% of potato farming questions were about weather. Farmers eagerly sought weather information, as rains can wash away expensive sprayed pesticides and weather conditions determine the best time to harvest crops. A few commonly-asked questions by farmers were: “*Is it going to rain tomorrow?*” - F$_3$, “*Should I spray pesticide today?*” - F$_8$. The farmers we interviewed primarily relied on local regional television channels for weather information.

**Best Practices:** Information related to best practices can help increase yield in terms of the quantity or quality of potatoes. Common questions were: “*Till what height should I put water?*”- F$_1$, “*After how many days, should I harvest?*”- F$_{12}$. These best practices questions comprise of 6.6% of the potato farming calls in the KCC dataset. Agri-experts also stated that farmers consistently asked them tips to increase yield and, consequently, income. For instance, “*On harvest, I got small potatoes. What did I do wrong?*”- AE$_2$. Such a question would lead to a longer conversation, as the agri-expert lists different possibilities that might have resulted in small-sized potatoes, *e.g.*, seed size, fertilizer used, irrigation. FarmChat is designed to follow similar Q&A conversations.

**Unbiased Recommendations on Products:** Apart from best practice questions,
farmers wanted recommendations from agri-experts on products they should purchase. Questions such as “Which fertilizer to put and how many times?” - F3 and “Which seeds are the best for red potatoes?” - AE2 were commonly asked. They prefer to ask these questions to agri-experts instead of local shopkeepers, believing that agri-experts would provide unbiased and trustworthy response; they feared that shopkeepers may be motivated by the profit margin of products.

6.2.2 Current Information Sources, Challenges and Design Requirements

With the formative study, we focused on understanding farmers’ current sources to access farming related information and identifying their limitations, in order to inform design requirements for FarmChat. In Table 6.1, we summarize the main information sources and challenges in using them. Based on them, we identify the following design requirements and how we intend to address them in FarmChat.

**Specificity:** Farmers often request information on highly specific problems such as diagnosing issues of their crop, which is hard to satisfy by current automated information sources, including Google search and agri-apps. Farmers often have to turn to agri-experts but their availability is limited and it is difficult for AEs to address farmers’ inquiries in a timely fashion. Chatbot enables more interactive search through multi-turn conversations [159]. We utilize that in FarmChat by asking follow-up questions to narrow down the information queries if needed. With the input from agri-experts, we attempted to follow their way of diagnostic discussions with farmers.

**Localization:** A main area of farmers’ information needs focuses on local information such as weather and harvesting time. This again cannot be satisfied by most automated information sources or television. In designing FarmChat answers, we relied on local agri-experts to customize the information based on local conditions.

**Trust:** Trust is a theme that repeatedly appeared in the interviews. Most of the farmers were highly skeptical of the advice given by friends, shopkeepers, and agri-apps. Given the importance of agriculture information to the farmers’ livelihood, it is critical and also
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Quotes and Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self</td>
<td>Prior knowledge</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>“Just do what I think is right” - F₉; “gut feeling” - F₂.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>Others with prior experience</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>“Ask my friends who have previously seen the same disease” - F₃; “Because of jealousy, others give wrong advice. There is a lot of ill feeling... I never trust them.” - F₁₃ [Distrust].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopkeeper</td>
<td>Shopkeepers selling agricultural products</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>“They just want money so sell their unsold stuff.” - F₉; “Sometimes he sell stuff which is not required. Only 1 medicine can solve it, but he will give 2 medicines.” - F₁₃ [Distrust].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
<td>For daily weather updates</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Not localized to their particular region [Localization].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agri-Advisory</td>
<td>Receives automated calls 2-3 times a week with agri-tips from the Government</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>“very generic... not relevant for my current problem” - F₂; “The advices are mostly for North Bihar which has more fertile land. Here we have rocky land, so all those advice fails.” - F₇ [Specificity, Localization].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCC, Agri-</td>
<td>Call KCC or agri-experts, employed/trained by the local agri-NGO</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>“They (KCC) don’t pick the call, ever.” - F₃; trust the responses from agri-experts but hesitate to bother them too often; advice received over the phone was hard for farmers to remember as they can not write down the responses due to illiteracy [Availability, Persistence].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>Hesitant to interrupt with agri-experts, so message them on WhatApp with images of the diseased crop</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>“delayed responses” - F₂; “It does not work. For the image of infected crop, we need to ask a few follow-up questions... Whatapp is like a 1-way communication channel with high lag... as they are illiterate.” - AE₁ [Availability].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google, Apps</td>
<td>Farmers with smart-phones search on Google or agri-apps (such as MyAgriGuru, Gramophone)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>“You ask one thing (to Google) and get thousand responses. What to do!” - F₁₁; “With Google, I do not trust the response.” - F₃; “the apps are developed by big agricultural corporates... to advertise their own products” - F₈ [Trust, Specificity].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Current information sources and their challenges summarized in the square brackets.
challenging to build trust. The literature suggests that trust implies both competency and unbiased viewpoints [74], which we attempted to achieve through iterative development of the knowledge base with pilot studies, and acquiring contents from agri-experts of local NGOs. Whether farmers could trust the information provided by FarmChat is an open question that we look to answer in our study.

**Persistence:** While using most audio-based systems, such as automated agri-advisory, the KCC, agri-experts, etc., due to low literacy, farmers cannot write down the recommendations given to them, resulting in repeated inquiries for the same information. The audio-based chatbot allows easy re-access of information. The Audio+Text version offers additional benefit of persistence, where the user can easily access previous messages.

**Availability:** Agri-experts and the KCC are not available throughout the day. Farmers also feel it is socially unacceptable to contact experts too frequently, however responses on WhatsApp cannot satisfy immediate information needs. Google search and agri-apps are thus favored by some farmers (4/14) to access information at any time. The chatbot solves the problem by allowing access at any time anywhere from one’s mobile device.

In summary, we designed the proposed novel chatbot solution, FarmChat, to respond in real-time, be available 24x7, provide specific responses to custom queries in the local language, and give localized answers provided by the local agri-experts ensuring the information content received by farmers to be unbiased and trustworthy.

### 6.3 FarmChat System Design

In this section, we will describe the developed FarmChat system (Figure 6.1). We will start with providing the system’s overview, followed by describing its three major components: the two versions of the user interface (Audio-only and Audio+Text), the generated knowledge base derived from the KCC dataset and inputs from agri-experts, and the conversational intelligence combining intents, entities, and dialogue.
6.3.1 System Overview

To interact with the FarmChat mobile app, the user clicks the red microphone button and speaks after hearing a ‘beep’. Once the app detects a long silence, it stops listening. After every user speech input, the screen displays a waiting icon to acknowledge that the system has begun to process the user’s input and is retrieving a response. In the current version, FarmChat supports Hindi. We chose Hindi because 41.1% of Indians are native speakers of Hindi [79], and all the farmers in our study region know Hindi. The phone app passes the received speech input through Google’s Speech-to-Text transcription service (Hindi speech to Hindi text) and then through Google’s language translation service to translate the Hindi text to English (Figure 6.1). The translated English text, along with the current context of the conversation, is then passed to a back-end application built with Python Flask. The Python application passes the English transcription and context to IBM’s Watson Conversation service, which identifies the intent and entity in the text based on a pre-defined language
model. The IBM Watson responds with an updated context and response in English text, based on a pre-defined dialogue flow. The details of the dialogue flow will be discussed in Section 6.3.4. The response from IBM Watson is received by the Python application and may consist of a few empty fields. Those empty fields are populated by retrieving data from the domain-specific knowledge base database. For example, when a user asks "can see black spots on the leaves, what to do?", the IBM Watson understands that the user needs information related to the ‘cure’ of ‘late blight disease’ for ‘potato’. Information for the cure is then retrieved from the knowledge base. Separating the dialogue flow logic and knowledge base allows agri-experts to make easy edits to the knowledge base without impacting the conversation model. The final response text with updated context is sent to the FarmChat phone app. If the received response is in English, the system translates the response to Hindi using the Google translation service. FarmChat then reads the text to the user, using Google Text-to-Speech, thus completing the conversation.

6.3.2 User Interface

Most rural farmers in India are illiterate or semi-literate [115]. Recent work suggests supporting semi-literate users differently in interface design from illiterate users [73]. The appearance of text might negatively impact the illiterate users [132], while text for semi-literate users offer faster and unambiguous mode of interaction [73]. More importantly, the additional modality of text-based output allows persistent access to previous messages, which is identified to be our key design requirement. In this work, we examine two variants of FarmChat: Audio-only (input: speech; output: audio) and Audio+Text (input: speech, button; output: audio, text, image).

Audio-only FarmChat

The Audio-only FarmChat interface (Figure 6.2) consists of only two buttons: (1) a red ‘microphone’ button that the user needs to click to provide speech input, and (2) a blue ‘play’ button, which enables the user to listen to the chatbot’s last response again. Users
can click on the blue button any number of times to repeat the most recent response. While
the bot is playing the last response, the blue button can be clicked again to pause the
response. After the user’s speech input is received, the interface shows a waiting icon and
does not allow the user to click any of the buttons. This was done based on the results from
a pilot study with 4 farmers that uncovered major design issues. We found participants had
a tendency to talk further while waiting for the bot’s response, perhaps presuming that the
bot did not understand the previous input. Once the Audio-only FarmChat app receives the
bot’s response, it removes the waiting icon, and speaks out the response.

Audio+Text FarmChat

The Audio+Text FarmChat user interface (Figure 6.3) closely resembles a typical text-
messaging interface, wherein the user input and bot response are presented in message
bubbles. There are two major differences from a typical text-messaging interface: (1) Au-
dio+Text FarmChat can only receive speech and button click input, not text; (2) The
text/image output can be processed as audio, i.e., clicking on a message bubble in Au-
dio+Text FarmChat results in it being read aloud through Text-to-Speech.

Similar to Audio-only FarmChat, the user needs to click the red microphone button and
then speak in order to provide speech input. Using Speech-to-Text, the system converts the
Hindi speech input into Hindi text, which appears in a new green-colored bubble (aligned
right) on the messaging interface. The response text from the bot appears in a new blue-
colored bubble (aligned left) on the interface, and it is read aloud using the Text-to-Speech
service. If multiple bubbles get added in the same response, they are read aloud in order.
Users can scroll up to access previous messages; tapping any message bubble reads it aloud
to the user. The message bubble currently being read gets highlighted with a black border
around it. The user can pause the audio play by tapping the same bubble again. The audio
automatically pauses when the user presses the microphone button to provide new input.

Audio+Text FarmChat use images in two ways – for asking multiple choice question,
and for explaining a farming concept. As shown in Figure 6.3, for example, the user asks
Figure 6.2: User Interface of Audio-only FarmChat

Figure 6.3: User Interface of Audio+Text FarmChat
FarmChat ‘what kind of seeds should I use’, to which the bot responds, ‘which potatoes do you want to grow?’ with three images as options ‘white potato’, ‘red potato’, and ‘potato for chips’. The user can either press the microphone button and say the response to the question aloud or click one of the three tick-mark buttons to select a particular option. The user can also click the image to hear a description of the selected image. The response from the bot may also contain images to explain certain concepts. For example, regarding the question ‘how much water is ideal for irrigation?’, the bot responds with an image explaining that ‘give water up to two-thirds of the ridge’s height’.

6.3.3 Knowledge Base

We developed a knowledge base for potato farming using the KCC dataset and information collected from formative interviews with farmers and agri-experts. For each of the identified topics in Section 6.2.1, we asked the two agri-experts (who participated in the Formative Study) to provide examples of typical farmer questions, the follow-up questions that they would ask in order to understand the problem, and the final advice they would provide. All such conversations was added to the IBM Watson Conversation dialogue flow, and the informational advice was included in the FarmChat knowledge base. In the current version, the knowledge base is a SQL database consisting of four tables, one for each of the topics identified in Section 6.2.1. Each table has a crop type, multiple tags, and the knowledge from agri-experts, e.g., one of the rows in the Recommendation table has ‘potato’ as crop type, ‘seeds’ and ‘red’ as tags, and ‘C-22, Kufri Jyothi, and LR’ as the recommendation associated with the combination of these tags and crop type. The knowledge base can be easily extended to add more crops and/or more data related to each crop.

The knowledge base was iteratively populated. During the pilot study, we learned that a few standard Hindi words are not well understood by the local farmers. For instance, given the instruction “for irrigation, give water up to two-thirds of the ridge’s height”, many farmers did not understand the phrase “two-thirds”. We modified the knowledge base using local terms with the agri-experts help, adding examples to make it easier for the farmers to
understand. In the above example, for instance, we added “... for 6 feet ridge’s height, fill it till 4 feet of water.”

6.3.4 Conversational Intelligence: Intent, Entity and Dialogue

During our formative interviews with farmers and agri-experts, we learned that the farmers are often not familiar with disease names and are most likely to describe the visual symptoms. Supporting such interactions requires developing a robust conversational back-end.

Conversation systems identify intents and entities from user’s input to understand the meaning of the user text. The user’s intent is the current goal or purpose of their interaction with the chatbot. The entities add value to that purpose and narrow it further to make it specific. For any chatbot, the intent and entity types are defined by the chatbot designer. As the conversation involves multiple back-and-forth rounds between the user and the chatbot, the conversation system maintains context to keep track of the discussion. The context comprises of a selection of intents and entities from previous utterances. Without context, a user’s new input would be processed oblivious of their previous inputs. Based on the intent, entity and context, the response is generated as per the Dialogue flow detailed by the chatbot designer. As an example, here is a typical conversation with FarmChat:

Human: *can see black spots on the leaves, what to do?*
Bot: *tell me how was the weather for the last 5 days?*
Human: *mostly rainy*
Bot: *spray Ridomil ...*

From the first message by the user, FarmChat recognizes that the intent is ‘plant protection’, with the entity being ‘black’ spots. Black spots can be a symptom for several diseases. To accurately diagnose the problem, FarmChat asks a follow-up question taken from the Dialogue flow. As the conversation proceeds, the chatbot maintains the context of plant protection so that the ‘rainy’ intent corroborates with black spots to identify ‘late blight’ as
the disease. Overall, we defined 38 intents, 12 entities, and the dialogue flow in the IBM Watson Conversation.

6.4 FarmChat Comparative Evaluation

We conducted a user study (in February 2018) to understand the usability of the FarmChat system.

6.4.1 Participants

Thirty-four farmers (15 female, 19 male) with average age of 40.5±14.3 years and farming experience of 17.9±11.5 years participated in the study. They were from six different villages situated within 50-100 miles of Ranchi, India. A local NGO staff helped to recruit the participants. The NGO staff also obtained consent of the farmers for participation, using their own internal ethics policies. The NGO actively collaborated with the researchers on this project; neither the NGO nor its staff received any funds from us.

All participants spoke Hindi and Khortha, the local language. Eleven of the participants were illiterate, nine were semi-literate and fourteen were literate (Table 6.2). Thirteen participants owned a touch-screen smartphone. Only one of them used the smartphone just to receive incoming calls. The remaining 12 participants were typical smartphone users, using the phone for browsing Internet, watching videos, and extensive WhatsApp usage. We consider these participants to be digitally-literate. Among the 22 digitally-illiterate participants, one owned a smartphone and twelve had access to a smartphone at home with their son or husband, but they only used it to receive incoming calls. Nine out of the 12 digitally-literate participants were agri-entrepreneurs (Table 6.2). Agri-entrepreneurs are farmers who have undergone a 35-day agriculture-related training program conducted by the local NGO. As part of the training, each agri-entrepreneur receives a Samsung smartphone (costing 60 USD). Overall, nine participants knew about the KCC. Of those participants, only two had called the KCC, and only one had received a response once. None of the participants had any prior experience with a chatbot. Participation was voluntary without financial compensation.
6.4.2 Procedure

We conducted a task-based user study to compare the two interfaces using a within-subject design. The ordering of the interfaces was randomized across participants to counter ordering effects. Before the tasks, participants went through a training task to learn how to use each interface. The training comprised of three dialogues: (1) Exchanging greetings: FarmChat asks the participant “how are you?” and waits for the participant to respond. (2) Gender information: FarmChat asks about the participant’s gender. For Audio+Text, it shows multiple choice image-based options. (3) Family size: FarmChat asks the participant the number of people in his/her family and expects a number in response. The training was the same and required for both interfaces. To help participants remember the primary mode of interaction, they were told: “to listen, press blue; to speak, press red”.

After completing the training successfully, participants were asked to perform three tasks: a structured task, a semi-structured task, and an unstructured task (in that order). The structured task was used in the beginning to help familiarize participants with the interface. For the structured task, participants were shown paper-printed color images of symptoms related to four common potato pests/diseases. Participants were asked if they have seen any of these pests/diseases in their own field or in their neighbor’s recently. If yes, the participants could ask FarmChat questions about it. This was done to ensure that the participants were able to answer follow-up questions by FarmChat about the particular pest/disease. Each question related to pests/diseases requires at least three dialogue exchanges in order to ascertain the remedy. For the semi-structured task, participants were shown paper-printed color images of four major farming practices: buying input seeds, seeding, irrigation, and harvesting (including bad yield). Participants were required to ask at least one question related to farming practices to FarmChat. Finally, for the unstructured task, participants were encouraged to ask any potato farming-related questions on their mind. This task was aimed to help us identify the knowledge gap within FarmChat. Throughout all of the tasks, one of the researchers helped participants when needed, to ensure that all tasks were
Apart from these tasks, demographic information was collected at the beginning of the study. After completing all the tasks with a particular interface, participants were asked to rate their usage experience by answering eight questions on a five-point Likert scale – enjoyment in using the system, ease of use, difficulty in learning, support they would need in the future to use it, satisfaction in the input interpretation, trust in the response, speed, and willingness to use it in the future. Note: Except the questions regarding difficulty in learning and future support, higher scores indicated a better experience. These questions were followed by a semi-structured interview, which delved deeper into specific features that participants liked or disliked with suggestions for improvement. At the end, participants were asked about their preference between the two interfaces.

During our pilot study with 4 participants from the same demographic, we encountered several errors with the Speech-to-Text and language translation services. Hence we decided to complement these services with a wizard-of-oz approach. Specifically, one of the researchers acted as a wizard, and updated the participants’ transcribed and translated text minimally to correct any errors from the Speech-to-Text and language translation services before passing those messages to the Python-based back-end application. It is important to note that the wizard did not interfere with the conversational back-end (e.g., intent classification). This is in contrast to a complete wizard-of-oz system where the wizard is a proxy for an automated conversational system (e.g., [183]).

The two researchers – one conducting the study and another acting as wizard – were accompanied by a local NGO staff member during the study. All interactions between the researchers and participants were in Hindi. All sessions were audio-recorded, and were later transcribed and translated to English. Participants’ interactions on the phone and the wizard’s interactions on the computer were logged. The study took place in the participants’ home or farm land. On average, each participant took 60 minutes.
6.4.3 Hardware

All the participants performed the tasks on a Lenovo K8 Plus phone (screen: 5.2 inch, price: 150 USD). The current FarmChat system requires access to Internet, and the Internet data requirements were ideally fulfilled by a 4G SIM card on the phone. Moreover, the wizard’s MacBook Air laptop also used the phone’s Internet using hot-spot.

6.5 Results

In total, participants (denoted as $P$) provided 626 inputs to FarmChat. Inputs entail only speech in Audio-only FarmChat, and both speech and button clicks in Audio+Text FarmChat. Inputs can be in the form of questions, answers, or comments. General statistics are summarized in Table 6.3. We conducted paired t-tests between the two interfaces on various parameters, and did not find any significant difference between the two interfaces. Figure 6.4 shows the Likert scale ratings for FarmChat. To compute this, we used the ratings given to the FarmChat interface that was preferred by the particular participant.

For evaluating the FarmChat system and understanding the opportunities and challenges of using conversational systems for rural Indian farmers, we focus on three main aspects: (1) the acceptability of FarmChat as an information system to satisfy farmers’ information needs, (2) the usability in interacting with conversational interfaces, and (3) the preference between the two variants of conversational interfaces – Audio+Text versus Audio-only – and how it differs for different user populations (literate versus semi-literate versus illiterate users, digitally-illiterate versus digitally-literate users, farmers vs agri-entrepreneurs). To explore these, we rely on demographic information, log data, Likert-scale ratings, user study notes by the study facilitator, and audio transcriptions of the user study and post-study interviews. Two authors individually reviewed the audio transcriptions and used open coding to extract themes [24]. Codes were harmonized after two iterations of review and discussion, resulting in the final set of themes in each of the above mentioned aspects.
Table 6.2: Demographic data for the user study (refer Section 6.4.1). Note: The same 34 participants are categorized with respect to their literacy level, smartphone usage and profession. (A-o: Audio-only; A+T: Audio+Text; I: Illiterate; SL: Semi-literate; L: Literate; m=mean; std: standard deviation)
Figure 6.4: Likert-scale rating considering ratings for the interface preferred by the participant.
6.5.1 Information Acceptability

Overall, we found FarmChat to be generally acceptable by the farmers as an information source to satisfy their farming information needs. All participants expressed willingness to continue using FarmChat in the future (Figure 6.4). The major reasons that farmers enjoyed using FarmChat were immediate responses to their queries and constant access to farming-related knowledge. For example: “Information is the key... If I know more, I will earn more!” - P_{10}, “It gave me new knowledge... like treating the seed initially will help... It even told me medicines.” - P_{16}. In particular, responses that included a medicine name and quantity were re-read and replayed most often (2.4±1.5 times for Audio-only). This may be because they wanted to memorize the names or the hard medicine names were not clear to them in the first attempt. Four participants even asked for FarmChat to be installed on their personal device: “Give me this on my phone. I will use it. I will learn from it, and even teach others.” - P_{12}. A few participants (3/34) also discussed the potential value of having continuous access to FarmChat beyond in-situ information needs: “when I am free, I can ask for which fertilizer to use, how much... I can gain new knowledge.” - P_{26}. This suggests that compared to existing human information sources like the KCC and agri-experts, a chatbot system has the potential to better serve farmers’ needs for continuous learning.

In the following, we summarize themes that emerged from the user study on information assistance provided by FarmChat.

Precise and Localized Answers

Specificity and localization were identified as keys to the information needs of farmers. With the help of agri-experts, we carefully tailored the system responses to local conditions. Participants appreciated such information contents: “Gave precise answers for the disease related questions” - P_{15}, “I know that these medicines are available locally.” - P_{4}. However, needs for even more fine-grained localization and personalization still emerged. E.g., P_{4}, who praised the localized responses complained “the big seeds it is advising is not available here”. Also,
“my land is rocky, the soil is not sandy. Hence for harvesting it requires adding water... she is suggesting to stop water a week before harvesting, which may work well for other’s field, not mine.” - P₄.

Trust

Trust is another key design requirement. In general, participants trusted the responses provided by FarmChat (Figure 6.4). Six participants even asked the facilitator to write down the recommended medicines, seeds variety, and/or fertilizer with their quantities for them to refer later. Participants often formed trust in FarmChat by validating its responses with their existing knowledge. For example, “I used the Bevestin medicine for wheat, and I was really happy with the results. This phone (app) is telling me to use Bevestin for potato, so must be telling the right thing.” - P₁₀, “Its giving all correct information... some NGO people... a while ago, gave us similar information.” - P₃. The researchers were accompanied by a local NGO staff during the study. This assumed endorsement might have also made the FarmChat more trustworthy for the rural farmers, as observed before in prior work [42,52].
Table 6.3: Results from log data, mean±std. No significant difference was obtained between the two FarmChat interfaces. (*Cannot be calculated accurately, as a majority of literate participants read the response multiple times instead of tapping the chat bubble. The reported number is for the sake of completeness.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Audio-only</th>
<th>Audio+Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time spent/participant (mins)</td>
<td>14.8±8.5</td>
<td>12.7±6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of speech, button click input</td>
<td>275, –</td>
<td>304, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of speech input/participant</td>
<td>8.1±2.2</td>
<td>9.2±4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of button click input/participant</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.4±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of speech input (words)</td>
<td>6.1±4.8</td>
<td>6.8±4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of speech input (sec)</td>
<td>7.1±1.3</td>
<td>7.4±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of bot’s response replayed</td>
<td>51.7±32.2</td>
<td>46.8±33.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% mic button clicked but no input</td>
<td>15.4±14.1</td>
<td>18.5±13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over-expectation

We found participants’ tendency to overestimate the capabilities of FarmChat, which led to some level of dissatisfaction in usage. Lack of clear affordability is a known challenge for conversational interface [127], but the novelty effect for the farmer population seemed to exacerbate the problem. Although FarmChat had high success rate (overall only 21 out of 238 questions went unanswered), some participants (4/34) were still disappointed when one of their questions was not answered and said: “Why are you making excuses?” - P25, “it should have the answer to all questions” - P24. Moreover, many farmers (15/34) got excited, and in spite of being told it could only help with potato-farming related queries, they started asking questions about other crops (e.g., onions, tomatoes). In particular, farmers wanted to learn about “new” crops like lettuce and broccoli because no one in their village had grown them before.

6.5.2 Chatbot Usability

Although it was the first time for all participants to interact with a chatbot, they generally found the system to be usable, with the Likert ratings on usability being 4.6±0.4 and difficulty
of learning being 1.8±0.8. From the user study, the following themes emerged as highlights of the usability and related issues of FarmChat.

**Anthropomorphism and Familiar Phone Interaction**

FarmChat by design was not anthropomorphic, as we did not introduce any human-like features such as name or character. In spite of that, we found our participants to have a high tendency to anthropomorphize the bot. A few participants (6/34) referred to the bot as “didi”, which means elder sister in the local language, since the bot had a female voice. Some participants (4/34) said: “ok”, “good”, “yes”, after every sentence said by the bot, as if they were talking to a human. Also, participants were very polite in their interactions. Questions usually began with “please listen ...”, “can you please tell me ...”, and ended the conversation with “thank you for the help”, as if talking to an agri-expert. Only P_32 explicitly treated FarmChat as a machine, and commented: “Why should I respond to its good morning. Can I just ask my question?”. Also contrary to previous research with technologically-advanced users [124, 127], farmers seemed to be “nicer” – more patient and more forgiving – to the chatbot. Participants even tried to frame their questions in formal Hindi, assuming it could help FarmChat understand them better. At times, the participant knew a particular term only in the local Khortha language, hence he/she asked the facilitator: “What should I say (for) this in Hindi?” - P_29. Our participants were trying to help the bot to understand their queries precisely. This is in sharp contrast to previous work [123], in which participants tried to ‘break’ or challenge the bot.

One reason our users anthropomorphized the agent could be that they resorted to their familiar mode of interaction in making a phone call. The farmers had no concept of a chatbot; hence, they interacted with it as if they were interacting with a human. This familiarity enabled participants to quickly grasp the interactions, as suggested by the ratings for difficulty of learning and support needed to use FarmChat in the future (Figure 6.4). However, mismatches between making phone calls and interacting with a bot posed some challenges. For instance, the participants would start responding to FarmChat’s query as
soon as it ends, without pressing the red button. They assumed that FarmChat was always listening, similar to a person on the other side of the phone line. Instead of increasing the phone’s speaker sound, P\textsubscript{17} said “I can’t listen properly, speak loudly”, assuming it was a human.

**Speech as Input**

Participants were pleasantly surprised that FarmChat was able to understand their complex questions in Hindi (rating 4.1±0.6). “The question I am asking, it is able to understand well. Most times, only after a single attempt.” - P\textsubscript{26}. Note that this was partly due to the wizard’s role in fixing errors in speech processing; 36.3% speech inputs were fixed by the wizard, as computed from the wizard log files. Speech as input failed for a few of the illiterate participants (4/11) who were not able to speak Hindi fluently. As they have never attended school, they learned Hindi from their neighbors, friends, etc. Their spoken Hindi was not grammatically complete and was strongly influenced by the local Khortha language. “My Hindi won’t be understood by the bot, as its mostly Khortha.” - P\textsubscript{29}. For such participants, the wizard edited 72.7% of the speech input.

Even when other interaction modalities were available, we found that participants still preferred to rely on speech input. For example, when buttons were available to provide precise input in Audio+Text, participants used speech 28.2±39.7% of the time to provide input instead of clicking the button. Moreover, instead of clicking the text-box (Audio+Text) or the replay button (Audio-only), participants occasionally asked FarmChat to “repeat what you said” - P\textsubscript{8}. One potential explanation is that switching between touch and speech input was cumbersome.

**Responses by Speech**

A majority of the participants (18/34) appreciated the fast responses given by the bot in speech: “very quick response, no wait” - P\textsubscript{26}. The average response time was 9.2±2.8 sec, which includes Google transcription and translation time (0.9±0.2), wizard time (5.7±4.5
during edits, 2.1±1.2 without any edit), Watson Conversation service with Python Flask response time (3.1±1.1), and network delays. Using button clicks for input significantly lowered the response time to 1.7±1.0 sec since neither the wizard nor transcription/translation services were used. Participants were generally satisfied with FarmChat’s response time (Figure 6.4). Echoing the finding on persistence from our formative study, another highly appreciated feature was the capability to replay speech output, as participants at times had trouble understanding or memorizing the bot’s responses—“if I missed hearing something...I can easily play it again” - P23. Users clicked the bubble/button for replay frequently.

*Interaction Order as a Usability Challenge*

For a majority of illiterate and digitally-illiterate participants, the ordering of pressing the red microphone button, waiting for the beep sound, and then speaking was challenging to follow. Note that this order is required by the current speech input technologies. Many times, participants did not press the microphone button at all or started speaking before the beep sound. At times, the mic button was pressed but no speech input was received (Audio+Text: 18.5±13.0%, Audio-only: 15.4±14.1%). This often happened when the participants were thinking of what to say next, but the app stopped listening after it detected a long silence. Moreover, the interaction convention in Audio+Text interface was challenging for those who were unfamiliar with messaging interface. For example, such users were confused whether to scroll up or down to see the previous chat bubbles and had trouble understanding the addition of new chat bubbles. This again highlights the challenge of designing for population, which has limited experience with technology.

*6.5.3 Interface Preference*

We compared user responses to Audio-only and Audio+Text FarmChat interfaces. Our results suggest that users’ preferences were highly dependent on the participants’ literacy level, digital-literacy level, and other individual factors like profession, physical and environmental factors.
Literacy Level

All the illiterate participants preferred the Audio-only interface. Among the literate and semi-literate participants, 16 participants preferred Audio+Text, while others preferred Audio-only (Table 6.2).

**Reading vs Listening:** Literate and semi-literate farmers preferred Audio+Text for several benefits of text. First, the Audio+Text FarmChat enabled them to quickly access relevant information in the bot’s response, such as medicine names and quantities; in the Audio-only interface, users had to listen to the whole response again. Second, participants found it easier to memorize “crucial” information (e.g., seed name, fertilizer quantity) after reading it, compared to information that was only heard: “can not remember just by listening” - P_{26}. This has been supported by prior human memory research [35]. Third, reading allowed the participants to take in information at their own pace. “Listening is easier, but she speaks very fast. I can read slowly in the first one (Audio+Text)” - P_{32}. Fourth, the facilitator noticed that three participants took pride in the fact that they could read, with one saying “it (Audio-only) is for illiterate people to use... I can read easily!” - P_{32}. This is also supported by the behavioral data, as (semi-)literate participants chose to listen again much less frequently compared to illiterate participants (0.7±0.3 versus 2.2±0.7 times). This finding echoes a previous study, showing that a few participants (3/11) preferred the textual interface even though they could not read, to avoid the stigmatized perception of illiteracy [110]. However, seven of the (semi-)literate participants preferred Audio-only FarmChat because they found it to be less mentally demanding (“nothing to read, so no tension.” - P_{10}), they had limited reading skills (“I can’t read fast enough” - P_{14}), and/or other environmental and physical reasons (discussed in Section 6.5.3).

**Persistent Presence of Messages in Audio+Text:** A key advantage of the Audio+Text interface is that previous conversations are persistently shown on the interface and can be accessed later by scrolling up to the message. This was appreciated by the semi-literate participants. “I will not remember the medicine names, its quantity. In this
(Audio+Text), *I can open again, whenever needed, and find the details.*” - P₆. On the other hand, persistently showing all information has its disadvantages – “*There is so much competition among farmers. If it is on my phone, other farmers may also read and learn. With the other one (Audio-only), I will only listen.*” – P₁₀.

**Complexity of Audio+Text:** The researchers noticed that most illiterate participants struggled with the Audio+Text interface, but learned to use the Audio-only interface easily. First, illiterate participants found the Audio-only interface to be less complex, and easy to learn and use: “*Two buttons is easy. No tension... no confusion.*” - P₉, “*less things to put my mind on*” - P₂¹. Second, illiterate users were scared and nervous when confronted with lots of written text, which reduced their confidence level. “*I can’t do this.. its too hard. I won’t be able to do it.*” - P₃₄. Third, as they could not read any of the text in the speech bubble, they easily lost their current context of interaction and were unsure of which speech bubble to click next. “*Touching in this (Audio+Text) is confusing as (there were) multiple things to touch, which to touch when... It is hard to remember which bubbles I have already heard, and which I have not heard.*” - P₁₁.

**Numerically Illiterate:** The researchers learned that a majority of literate and semi-literate users (11/23) were not able to read Hindi numerals. This is in contrast to previous findings that most illiterate people in India are numerically-literate [132]. One of the main reasons for the disparity is that English numerals are more prevalent in India than Hindi numerals. In FarmChat, numbers are crucial for specifying quantities like medicine dosages.

**Usefulness of Images:** The Audio+Text interface uses images both as part of bot’s questions and to support certain answers. Images in the button click input was appreciated because it allowed participants to visually understand the multiple options. However, participants sometimes tried clicking the image itself for selection rather than the buttons, leading to confusion. The images in bot’s response not only helped the participants better understand the responses, but also allowed them to locate previous threads. Illiterate users highly appreciated images of the medicine package, as they are often concerned about being sold the wrong medicines by the shopkeepers.
Digital-Literacy Level:

Twelve participants were digitally-literate (Table 6.2). Twelve other participants had occasional access to a smartphone at home and were nervous to participate in a study involving one: “My son doesn’t let me use his phone as he thinks I might break it. He tells me just to click green button to (pick the call and) talk.” - P₃. Self-efficacy, both in general and regarding technology specifically, impacted attitude and usage patterns. A majority of the digitally-illiterate users (16/22) preferred Audio-only interface.

Only two buttons and No scrolling: Since the Audio-only interface has only two buttons, it was “easy to learn and use” – P₃ by digitally-illiterate users. The Audio+Text interface was complex and confusing for them, since each speech bubble was a button. Moreover, due to limited phone screen size, the buttons in the Audio+Text interface were comparatively smaller than that of the Audio-only interface, which made them more likely to miss buttons. Finally, scrolling was not intuitive. The log data shows that none of the digitally-illiterate users scrolled even once in the Audio+Text interface, while participants using smartphone regularly scrolled 4.5±2.4 times.

Other Individual Factors

We also found the following factors affected the interface preference:

Environmental and Physical: A few participants (6/34) determined their interface preferences based on environmental or physical factors. Semi-literate P₇ chose Audio-only because “in the field, in sunlight, I can not read (text on the smartphone display)”, while P₁₈ preferred Audio+Text because he was not able to hear properly due to the noise from a nearby tractor. P₁₄ liked Audio+Text because he has hearing problems, while P₃ and P₁₇ chose Audio-only because they had eyesight problems. One of the older participants (P₂₈) preferred the Audio-only interface because he had shaky hands that prevented him from pressing smaller buttons.

Profession: All our participants were farmers. Nine of them were also agri-entrepreneurs,
along with being farmers. All agri-entrepreneurs recommended Audio-only for the farmers in their village, but preferred Audio+Text FarmChat for their personal use in helping others. “After listening, I might not remember everything. With written stuff (in Audio+Text), I can quickly look it up... only the relevant part and tell others... rather than listening to the whole thing again (in Audio-only). Also, it will certainly reduce my chances of making errors.” - P_{27}, “I don’t want to listen in front of others and advise them.” - P_{26}. This point is interesting as they considered the interaction modality as part of their self-representation; they did not want to be seen as taking help from their phone. In contrast, agri-entrepreneurs thought Audio-only would suit the other farmers better as they tend to have low literacy and low digital-literacy level. “Most people here are illiterate” - P_{24}, “I can easily give this (Audio-only) to others, and provide training on how to use on their own. With just two buttons, they can easily use it.” - P_{12}.

6.6 Discussion

In this work, we propose the use of a conversational agent, implemented using cloud-based scalable services, as a way to help address the information needs of rural farmers. From the user study, we found positive evidence for introducing chatbot technology as a usable solution for serving the information needs of Indian farmers. With FarmChat, it was possible to provide satisfying answers for common questions that farmers encounter in their farming activities. With the help of local NGOs to edit and endorse content, farmers showed trust in the information given by FarmChat. The resemblance with human-human interactions made it easy to use, even for illiterate and digitally-illiterate users. We discuss a few key points as design implications below.
6.6.1 Design Implications

Future Conversational Interface

The study results suggest that the two versions of interfaces—Audio-only and Audio+Text—each have their own advantages, and user preferences depend on several individual factors. Therefore, we suggest a hybrid interface that incorporates positive features from both variants. The hybrid interface would show two buttons, like the Audio-only interface preferred by illiterate and/or digitally-illiterate users. An extra button would allow users to toggle the view and provide a conversation history in the bubble chat format, adopting from the Audio+Text interface favored by semi-literate and literate users. To complement the current limitations in processing speech input, the image-based multiple-choice mechanism to provide precise input can be shown below the two buttons in the hybrid interface when appropriate. It can also show images in the output below the two buttons to aid users in understanding the bot’s responses.

We also suggest the following improvements for interface elements: (a) instead of the red microphone button, a green-colored call button can be used as users related FarmChat directly to making phone calls, (b) domain-specific terms such as medicine names are less familiar to farmers but critical to their work. This results in farmers often reading and listening to such responses multiple times. In the future, the app should emphasize these special terms by highlighting them and/or repeating them in speech. Finally, as we found participants struggling with Hindi numbers, a hybrid language with the numbers in English should be used.

Speech as Input

First-time smartphone users struggled with providing speech as input. One major issue was that the period of detecting silence was short; while participants paused to think, FarmChat stopped listening, which was frustrating for the participants. There are several solutions to this. FarmChat could listen for longer initially by extending the expected silence time at
first and decreasing it over time. Based on the average length of speech input, we suggest 7-8 seconds would be optimal. Alternatively, the chatbot could remind users to press a button to reply, highlight the button after the bot’s response, or be in always listening mode. In the next version of FarmChat, we plan to use a custom solution wherein the user needs to speak with a button being pressed, similar to a walkie-talkie. On releasing the button, the speech would be submitted for processing. This would not only solve the premature submission issue, but would also help with the interaction ordering problem experienced by the illiterate participants.

Hardware buttons (e.g., volume controls) could be enabled to provide inputs. All these possible solutions need to be tested in future deployments.

**Anthropomorphism**

In spite of the lack of any anthropomorphic features in FarmChat, participants assumed that they were interacting with a human. In the future, it would be interesting to explore the use of an agri-expert character to understand how anthropomorphism impacts the conversation. Participants also wanted to use the app in the future in their free time to gain more knowledge. This would move from a ‘search’ to a ‘browse’ type of information seeking, which hints that a role of more general virtual ‘companion’ is possible.

**No Reliance on a Wizard**

According to the 2001 Census of India, India has 22 official languages, 122 major languages, and 1599 other languages [79]. In rural India, the local languages have a major influence on spoken Hindi, including accent and word adoption. This results in poor accuracy by Google translation and transcription services. For instance, Google translates the spoken phrase ‘faala maar diya’ to ‘slapped’ (in English), however it actually means ‘hit by fog’. The reason for this error is that ‘faala’ is not a Hindi word, but is adopted from the local Khortha language. Similar errors have been previously reported [61]. Background noise from machinery (including tractors and water-pumping motors) and village festivities further
adversely affected the speech processing performance. In our user study, we opted for a wizard to fix such issues to understand the usability and information acceptability of a chatbot-based solution for farmers. In the future, we aim to develop a completely automated system. One solution is to develop a custom Speech-to-Text and translation service, possibly on a limited set of keywords, for the specific geography that we are targeting (similar to [61]). Another solution would be to use the recently proposed crowd-powered conversational assistant to automate itself over time [95]. This might be challenging as we may not find enough crowd workers with the knowledge of the local language.

*Image-based Diagnostics*

Along with speech, FarmChat can be enabled to provide image-based input. This is similar to existing plant pathology apps [17], wherein a farmer is supposed to click a picture of the infected crop and the app predicts the disease name and recommends medicine. However, our agri-entrepreneurs and agri-experts found the accuracy of such apps to be really low. In our case, we can combine the speech-based description of the symptoms with the image-based features, which could improve diagnostic accuracy.

*Hyper-local Information*

The information provided to the farmers needs to be localized, considering climate conditions, soil type, and market availability. To ensure such information is in place, FarmChat needs to collect it from local partners and domain experts, and add to its knowledge base. Moreover, FarmChat needs to support more crops, specifically ‘new’ crops. Adopting from the core idea of Digital Green [75], we can develop a knowledge base from farmers who are experts in one such ‘new’ crop and disseminate that information using FarmChat to farmers in need of that information. Chatbot offers a scalable solution to iteratively expand and customize the knowledge base with expert input and disseminate the knowledge to wide audience.
6.6.2 Limitations

We acknowledge several limitations of this work. First, the results should be interpreted based on some specificities of the study, including the relatively small sample size, users’ first encounter with a chatbot, and the task scenarios used. The positive user responses and other conclusions should be validated by future, preferably longitudinal studies. Second, the knowledge base was developed with the help of only two local agri-experts, due to the limited resources of the NGO we worked with. The performance of the system could be further improved by adding more agri-experts. Third, besides the limited capabilities of speech-to-text and language translation technologies, which we fixed with a human wizard, FarmChat could also fail due to limited access to Internet in rural India as the core technologies are offered as cloud services. Fourth, we need to conduct system-level analysis, such as scalability testing, power measurement, etc., in future work before scaling the proposed solution to masses. Finally, although participants showed high trust in the initial encounter, errors and inaccurate information in daily usage can lead to distrust of the system. We also note the potential risk of disseminating inaccurate information at scale with chatbot technologies. So the knowledge base should be carefully developed and reviewed by subject experts.
Chapter 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Throughout this dissertation, we provided support for the thesis statement: The acceptability of chatbots can be increased by making them more transparent and broadening their applicability to new demographics.

Chatbots are turn-based, task-fulfilling programs, available in speech and text modalities. Our initial formative study in Chapter 3, involving 16 participants interacting with 8 pre-selected Messenger chatbots for the first-time, over multiple days, spanning almost 10,000 messages, revealed that expectations of chatbot users were not met. Participants were either disappointed or frustrated with mediocre natural language capabilities and the limited set of features offered by the chatbots, to the effect that several of them did not see themselves re-using most chatbots. At an abstract level, the key problem with current chatbots is that its internal working is not ‘transparent’ to the user.

Based on these findings, we aimed to solve the major identified issues with current chatbots, and proposed solutions based on user interface principles.

First, to help users have an understanding of the mental-state of the chatbot during the conversation (helping users and chatbot be on the same page) while sustaining the familiarity of the text-based messaging interface, we proposed adding a context view called Convey to the top of the chatbot interface, described in Chapter 4. Moreover, Convey provides a summary of the conversation persistently, and adds the benefits of a form-based user interface by enabling entry of precise input through the interactive elements. The results from a 16 participant user study demonstrated that participants perceived chatbot with Convey to be faster and easier to use. Convey is generalizable to chatbots in any domain, and in future, we expect Convey to be integrated and offered by many chatbot-hosting platforms.
Second, dialog failures are one of the key reasons for users abandoning a chatbot. It is not transparent to the users the reason(s) behind conversation failure and how to recover from that breakdown. To design repair strategies for breakdowns of conversational agents, in Chapter 5, we consider key issues based on grounding theory in communication: evidence of breakdown, self- versus other- repair, and cost of repair. We provide a list of eight strategies that capture variances in these dimensions, including a group of novel repair strategies that explain the understanding mechanisms of the underlying model. We conduct a scenario-based study to compare user preferences for these repair strategies, and perform detailed analysis on the reasons behind and individual differences. Our results empirically validate theory-driven guidelines that recommend three levels of contribution from the agent to the collaborative action of repair: acknowledging potential breakdown, providing resource to assist user repair, and proactively suggesting solutions. As a starting point, we encourage future work to develop a unified framework that guides the choice of repair strategies for different individuals and contexts.

Third, to make chatbots accessible to a broader demography, specifically people in the developing world, we proposed FarmChat in Chapter 6 which combines conversational and language technologies to naturally converse with farmers in answering their farming-related queries. Building a scalable, always available and real-time responsive system that satisfies the information needs of rural farmers is an open problem, and one that has significant impact in an agriculture-dominated economy like India. The conversational intelligence of FarmChat was informed by analysis of large corpus of farmer call center logs and guided by agricultural experts who work closely with farmers. Our study with 34 potato farmers in rural India indicated that it is possible to provide satisfying information support to the farmers through chatbot, who attributed trust to the chatbot and expressed willingness to adopt the technology. We also compared the effectiveness of two interface modalities: Audio-only and Audio+Text. This study indicated that although text-based output allows for repeated consumption of the same information, participants expressed different preferences due to literacy, digital-literacy, and other environmental and physical factors. The positive
feedback of the farmers indicates that conversational intelligence as a technology delivered through the ubiquitous smartphone can be an effective tool to improve information access in a rural context for people with limited literacy and technology experience.

This work establishes transparency as a major issue with current chatbots, and provides solutions including Convey to reduce mismatch between the chatbot’s context and the user’s perception of the chatbot’s context, and Resilient Chatbots to make users aware of reason(s) behind conversation failure and suggest recovery strategies. Moreover, current chatbots are mainly targeted towards a narrow base of technically-advanced users. To increase its acceptability to a wider demography, this work proposes FarmChat making chatbots accessible to low literate non-technical users.

7.1 Future Directions

In this section, we will discuss a few limitations of our work and possible future directions. (Note: For short-term future work, please refer to the Discussion sections of Chapter 3, 4 and 5).

First, a major part of this dissertation – messenger study, Convey, and Resilient Chatbots – focus on text messaging-based chatbots. On the other hand, voice-based chatbots in the form of Alexa, Siri, have gained massive popularity overtaking text-based chatbots. With respect to interaction, voice and text-based chatbots are very different from each other. However, the underlying issues that we uncovered for text-based chatbots from our formative study with first-time Facebook Messenger users – mismatch between the chatbot’s context and the user’s perception of the chatbot’s context, and user’s unawareness of reason(s) behind conversation failure and how to recover from that breakdown – are applicable to any bot, including voice-based chatbots. Similarly, some of the learning from this work can be extended to voice-based chatbots, such as providing a voice-based summary of the conversation to the user (similar to Convey) after a few round of message exchanges to ensure that the user and the chatbot have the same mental model, providing options to restrict interaction with the user within the chatbots’ capabilities, and providing explanations (instead of text
highlighting, the bot can announce which term(s) it was not able to understand) to help the user recover from breakdowns. In future, it would be interesting to explore and understand how these context related features impact interaction with voice-based chatbots.

Second, our formative study work with first-time chatbot users highlight several limitations of current chatbots. In this thesis, we focus on the transparency issue and provide two solutions. Future work can explore various other broad identified challenges, including trust, gender, localization, and relation (master-slave versus companion) with chatbots. Each of these aspects require further understanding of the problem in greater depth, before proposing novel solutions impacting both the interface and intelligence of future chatbots.

Third, this thesis focuses on solving the identified problems using user interface principles, enabled by rule-based systems with wizard-of-oz wherever required. AI-based solutions are needed to achieve the proposed end-to-end systems. For instance, automatically generating the summary of the chatbot conversation to enable Convey, developing accent agnostic speech-to-text engine to support FarmChat, or automatically identifying keywords resulting in breakdown, are unsolved hard AI problems requiring further investigation in future.

Finally, all the user studies in this thesis – for the formative study, Convey, Resilient Chatbots and FarmChat – were conducted in a (semi-)supervised setting with a relatively small sample size. Real-world deployment in unsupervised setting with a larger set of users is crucial to further evaluate the proposed solutions.

Thus, this work opens future work opportunities in a variety of domains, including usability research, voice-based chatbots, and artificial intelligence.

\section{Conclusion}

To conclude, we showcase a modified FarmChat app (Figure 7.1), which combines the best of Convey and Resilient Chatbot learning together to enhance the usability of FarmChat. The chatbot has a Convey window at the top displaying the context of the conversation, which gets dynamically updated as the conversation proceeds. It also provides intuitive interactions on the context values (\textit{e.g.}, updating the inferred intent, leaf or stem, as shown
Figure 7.1: Combining learning from the messenger study, Convey, Resilient Chatbot and FarmChat to propose a final chatbot design.
in Figure 7.1), enabling users to modify them in a simple and efficient manner. In case the chatbot is not able to understand a term, it highlights it using the ‘Out-of-vocabulary Explanation’ method (e.g., the term ‘tubers’ in Figure 7.1), and ask the user to rephrase it. Adding these transparency feature has the potential to further increase the usability and acceptability of FarmChat.

Thus, in this thesis, we showed that the acceptability of chatbots can be increased by making them more transparent and broadening their applicability to new demographics.
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